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Abstract

The landscape of computing is changing. Due to limits in transistor scaling, the tra-

ditional approach to exploit instruction-level parallelism through wide-issue out-of-

order execution cores provided diminishing performance gains. As a result, computer

architects now rely on thread-level parallelism to obtain sustainable performance im-

provement. In particular, many-core processors are designed to exploit parallelism by

implementing multiple cores that can execute in parallel. Both industry and academia

agree that scaling the number of cores to hundreds or thousands is the only way to

scale performance from now on.

However, such a shift in design increases processor system demands. As a result,

the cache hierarchies on many-core processors are becoming larger and increasingly

complex. Such cache hierarchies suffer from high latency and energy consumption,

and non-uniform memory access effects become prevalent. Traditionally, exploiting

locality was an option to reduce execution time and energy consumption. On the

complex many-core cache hierarchy, however, failing to exploit locality may end up

having more cores stalled, thereby undermining the very viability of parallelism.

Locality can be exploited at various hardware and software layers. By imple-

menting private and shared caches in a multi-level fashion, recent hardware designs

are already optimized for locality. However, this would all be useless if the software

scheduling does not cast the execution in a manner that promotes locality available

in the programs themselves. Especially, the recent proliferation of runtime-based

programming systems further stresses the importance of locality-aware scheduling.

Although many efforts have been made to exploit locality on a runtime, they fail to
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take the underlying cache hierarchy into consideration, are limited to specific pro-

gramming models, and suffer high management costs.

This thesis shows that locality-aware schedules can be generated at low costs by

utilizing high-level information. In particular, by optimizing a MapReduce runtime

on a multi-socket many-core system, we show that runtimes can leverage explicit

producer-consumer information to exploit locality. Specifically, the locality on the

data structures that buffer intermediate results becomes significantly important. In

addition, the optimization should be performed across all the software layers.

To handle the case where the explicit data dependency information is not available,

we develop a graph-based locality analysis framework that allows to analyze key

scheduling attributes while being independent of hardware specifics and scale. Using

the framework, we also develop a reference scheduling scheme that shows significant

performance improvement and energy savings.

We then develop a novel class of practical locality-aware task managers, that lever-

age workload pattern information and simple locality hints to approximate the refer-

ence scheduling scheme. Through experiments, we show that the quality of generated

schedules can match that of the reference scheme, and that the schedule generation

costs are minimal. While exploiting significant locality, these managers maintain the

simple task programming interface intact.

We also point out that task stealing can be made compatible with locality-aware

scheduling. Traditional task management schemes believed there exists a fundamental

tradeoff between locality and load balance, and fixated on one to sacrifice the other.

We show that a stealing scheme can be made locality-aware, by trying to preserve

the original schedule while transferring tasks for load balancing.

In summary, utilizing high-level information allows the construction of efficient

locality-aware task management schemes that make programs run faster while con-

suming less energy.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

For my next trick I will make everyone understand me.

— Marc Maron

1.1 The Many-Core Shift

For half a century, transistors have scaled such that the device count doubled for the

same area for each process generation. At the same time, key characteristics such

as operating voltage, switching speed, and energy efficiency continued to improve.

Computer architects invested surplus transistors to exploit instruction-level paral-

lelism (ILP) by creating wide-issue, out-of-order execution cores, and clocked them

at higher frequencies. As a result, single thread performance continued to improve.

However, due to physical limits, transistor characteristics ceased to improve as

transistor dimensions scale [11]. Especially, the end of voltage scaling posed limits on

frequency scaling, and highlighted power as the dominant limiting factor. Coupled

with ILP limitations, the traditional microprocessor designs that focused on improv-

ing single thread performance provided diminishing performance gains.

Therefore, computer architects started to exploit thread-level parallelism (TLP) to

1
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obtain sustainable performance improvement. On a many-core processor [53, 72, 38],

surplus transistors are used to replicate simple execution cores across the chip, thereby

providing large number of hardware contexts that can execute in parallel; using simple

cores can result in better energy efficiency and lower verification costs as well. As

a result, the many-core approach has been adopted as the de facto standard: 64-

core processors are available in the market [5], and major vendors are following the

trend [64, 51]. Both industry experts [38] and academia [4, 32] agree that scaling the

number of cores to hundreds or thousands is the only way to scale performance.

1.2 Cache Hierarchy, Locality, and Scheduling

Concurrently executing cores, however, increase the net memory demand. To meet the

memory demand, on-chip cache hierarchies have become larger and more complex. As

a result, cache transfer latency and energy have increased [20], and we now observe

non-uniform memory access (NUMA) effects on a single chip [43, 12]. Therefore,

failing to exploit memory reference locality will have more cores stalled for necessary

data, thus undermining the viability of parallelism. As the number of cores increases,

locality will only become more important.

Locality can be exploited at various hardware and software layers [26, 59, 12]. As

a matter of fact, by implementing private and shared caches in a multi-level fashion,

hardware is already optimized for locality. Rather, it is important that the software

schedules cast the execution in a manner that exposes locality within the programs

themselves, so that the underlying hardware could capture.

Especially, the recent proliferation of runtime-based programming systems [29, 54,

23, 52, 42, 37, 16, 55, 19] stresses the need to exploit locality through runtimes. A

runtime is a thin layer of efficient software that is located between the hardware (or

the operating system) and the language interface, that manages resources and per-

forms scheduling. Specifically, the scheduling algorithm of a runtime determines when

and where a computation, or a task, executes. Therefore, by making the scheduling

algorithm locality-aware, locality can be exploited.
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Exploiting locality through a runtime has a number of benefits. Unlike the operat-

ing system, runtimes are lightweight enough to manage fine-grained computation and

perform dynamic load balancing. Their closer tie to the language interface also allows

the runtimes to exploit high-level information to generate better schedules [15, 25].

1.3 The Challenges of Locality-Aware Scheduling

Exploiting locality on a many-core processor, however, poses unique challenges. As

the number of cores scales to hundreds or thousands, it will only become more difficult.

Below we list the challenges to developing a practical locality-aware scheduler.

1.3.1 Challenge 1: Complexity and Generality

The complex cache hierarchies of many-core processors imply that the entire hierarchy

needs to be considered when generating a schedule. However, the state of the art fails

to consider complex hierarchies: Many schemes schedule tasks assuming a flat cache

hierarchy [57, 10], and those proposals that do consider cache hierarchy [18, 39, 2, 31]

tend to be ad-hoc, due to the NP-hardness of scheduling. Moreover, to efficiently

utilize a large-scale many-core chip, the runtime should be able to exploit locality

regardless of the programming model or algorithm. However, many proposals are tied

to a specific programming model [65, 71] or a particular algorithm class [28, 18, 24].

Lastly, a scheduling algorithm should be scalable so that it does not become the

scalability bottleneck itself.

1.3.2 Challenge 2: Management Costs

Basically, to maximize the performance gains of a locality-aware schedule, schedules

should be generated and enforced at low costs. The use of fine-grained tasks, however,

makes low-cost locality-aware scheduling especially challenging. Given a fixed size

input, as the core count increases, computation will have to be broken down into

finer granularity. Such fine-grained tasks are more sensitive to cache misses, and

many render any task management overhead visible. However, some locality-aware
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proposals that are based on heavyweight, managed runtimes [31, 16] are not suitable

for fine-grained task management.

1.3.3 Challenge 3: Dynamic Load Balancing

On a large-scale many-core processor, load imbalance can take place frequently. Tra-

ditionally, such imbalance occurred due to the imbalance in the software itself or

due to the uneven execution of the underlying hardware. However, as core counts

increase, load imbalance due to multiprogramming will increase, as well. A runtime

can handle dynamic load imbalance through stealing—by dynamically redistributing

the allocated computation. However, the conventional wisdom is that there exists a

fundamental tradeoff between locality and load balance, so many task management

schemes fixate on one to sacrifice the other. For example, the most popular load

balancing scheme, randomized stealing [10], does not consider locality. However, to

fully realize the benefits of locality, a stealing scheme should be made compatible

with locality-aware scheduling.

1.4 Contributions

In this thesis, we address the above challenges by taking a systematic, framework-

based approach. Specifically, by leveraging the high-level information, we were able

to develop practical methods to perform locality-aware task management.

• Manage Complexity with a Generic Graph-Based Framework

We provide a generic, graph-based locality analysis framework that is both intu-

itive and robust. It allows to analyze the key scheduling attributes independent

of hardware specifics and scale, and the resulting scheduling scheme can be

applied to various cache hierarchies.

• Apply High-Level Information to Reduce Management Costs

We show that an efficient locality-aware task manager can be constructed by
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exploiting high-level task structure information. When the explicit data depen-

dency information is available (e.g., MapReduce [23]), a runtime can exploit lo-

cality on the internal data structures used to buffer intermediate results. When

such an information is not available (e.g., OpenMP [54], TBB [37]), the workload

sharing pattern information can be conveyed to the underlying runtime instead,

to exploit locality through pattern-specific task management policies. Resulting

task managers exhibit comparable performance to that from the graph analysis,

while maintaining the simple task-based programming interface intact.

• Perform Locality-Aware Task Stealing

We show that task stealing can be made locality-aware by honoring the specified

locality-aware schedule as tasks are transfered. Since schedules are generated

in a pattern-specific manner, we develop a dedicated stealing scheme for each

of the workload sharing patterns.

1.5 Thesis Organization

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In the next chapter, we provide de-

tailed discussions on the shift to many-core processors, changes to the on-chip cache

hierarchy, and their impact on locality.

In Chapter 3, we start our study on locality-aware runtimes by optimizing a

MapReduce implementation on a multi-socket many-core system. We then switch

our focus to the locality on a single chip, to provide a graph-based locality analysis

framework in Chapter 4. Using this framework, we arrive at a generic scheduling

scheme that could be applied to various cache hierarchies. In Chapter 5, we describe

the design details of practical task managers, which leverage workload sharing pattern

information to approximate the schedules generated from the graph-based framework.

We then discuss task stealing. Chapter 6 starts by analyzing the locality of task

stealing under the context of the graph-based framework. We develop a generic

locality-aware task stealing scheme, which is then approximated in a pattern-specific

fashion. We conclude in Chapter 7.



Chapter 2

The Challenges of Locality

Or, you’ll meet the perfect person who you love infinitely, and you even argue

well, and you grow together, and you have children, and then you get old

together, and then she’s gonna die. That’s the best case scenario.

— Louis C.K.

2.1 The Changing Landscape of Computing

Transistors maintained exponential scaling for the past decades, where device density

doubled for each process generation. At the same time, key characteristics such as

operating voltage, switching speed, and energy efficiency continued to improve.

In particular, the excess transistors were used to exploit ILP. To fully extract

ILP, computer architects equipped processors with increasingly complex wide-issue,

out-of-order execution logic. Then the processors were clocked at higher frequencies

to improve single thread performance. Sustained scaling of transistor characteristics

justified such a design, and exploiting ILP continued to be profitable.

However, due to physical limits, transistor characteristics ceased to improve as

transistor dimensions scale [11]. In particular, the end of voltage scaling put a limit

6
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to frequency scaling, and highlighted power as the dominant limiting factor. Coupled

with ILP limitations, the traditional microprocessor design approach that focused

on single thread performance provided diminishing performance gains over successive

manufacturing process generations.

As a result, computer architects now rely on TLP to obtain sustainable per-

formance improvement. The new approach is to implement a many-core proces-

sor [53, 72]. On a many-core processor, multiple lightweight cores are implemented

on a single die, and the parallelism across threads is exploited to bring about overall

performance improvement.

The many-core design approach has other benefits, as well. First, it can achieve

better energy efficiency. With the shifting focus on TLP, transistors used to imple-

ment complex, power-hogging out-of-order execution logics can be used to implement

simple, energy-efficient cores, instead. Sharing on-chip resources among the cores can

also save energy. Second, reusing the simple core design across the chip better amor-

tizes debugging and verification costs, and processor vendors can easily re-purpose

the same design to various market segments by simply varying the number of cores.

Due to these benefits, many-core designs are becoming prevalent. A startup has

already released 64 core processors [5], and major vendors are following the trend [64,

51]. The shift in the design paradigm is also ubiquitous: The core count for mobile

processors are also increasing [3].

For the foreseeable future, the many-core approach will continue to be the design

of choice, and cores will provide the new abstraction for scaling. Both industry

experts [38] and academia [4, 32] agree that integrating hundreds, if not thousands,

of cores on a single chip is the only way to scale performance from now on.

2.2 The Challenges of Memory

Concurrently executing cores, however, increase the net memory demand. If threads

are stalled fetching required data, execution cores will be kept idle and parallelism

will not be exploited. Thus, parallelism on its own is not enough to efficiently utilize

many-core processors. For scalability, good memory performance is also necessary.
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Unfortunately, memory performance has been lagging processor performance for

a couple of decades, and the limited number of packaging pins imposes physical

limitation to off-chip memory bandwidth. Therefore, it becomes the task of the

on-chip cache hierarchy to supply necessary data to increasing number of cores. As a

result, many-core cache hierarchies are becoming larger, deeper, and more complex.

However, larger and deeper cache hierarchies invariably suffer the following prob-

lems. First, as the size of the cache hierarchy increases, the average distance that

a cache line or a coherence message should travel increases. Since latency and en-

ergy consumption is linearly proportional to the traveled distance, access latency and

energy efficiency worsens on a larger cache hierarchy.

Second, not only the average, but also the variance in distance increases. Due

to design and physical considerations, large-scale cache hierarchies are organized in

a modular fashion, such that accessing local memory is faster than accessing remote

memory (NUMA [45]). And as the cache hierarchy scales, the skewness between local

and remote latency (thus energy) increases [12, 20]. Therefore, if not careful, same

data might have to be brought in at higher latency and energy.

Specifically, there are two common approaches to constructing a large-scale cache

hierarchy: private caches and shared caches. More often, they can be mixed to form

a hierarchy, as well. Below we describe each, and show that at scale, both designs

suffer the same problems described above.

2.2.1 Private Cache Designs

For a private cache, a cache is dedicated to supplying only one consumer. Figure 2.1

shows an example private cache hierarchy. As can be seen, each core has private L1

and L2 caches, and the L2 caches are connected through a ring network.

Compared to shared cache configurations, which require multiple ports to serve

more than one consumers, private caches require only one port. So they assume

smaller area (for the same cache size), and can be fast. For this configuration, however,

no cache lines are shared, so cache lines tend to be duplicated across different caches.

Hence, the effective cache size is usually smaller than the sum of the cache sizes.
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Figure 2.1: Example private cache configuration. Modeled after the cache hierarchy
of [64].

While utilizing such a flat cache hierarchy reduces the NUMA effect, it puts every

core far apart from the others; as the number of cores increases, the diameter of the

network that connects the L2 caches will increase, resulting in higher latency and

energy. Therefore, such design exhibits worse cache-to-cache transfer performance

when compared to the shared cache configuration.

In fact, the cache hierarchy of Larrabee processor [64] exactly matches that in

Figure 2.1. On the processor, accessing a local L2 takes 14 cycles. However, 48

additional cycles on average will be necessary to retrieve a remote cache line (assuming

core clock speed, no contention).

2.2.2 Shared Cache Designs

On the contrary, Figure 2.2 shows an example shared cache configuration. As men-

tioned earlier, private and shared cache configurations can be mixed: In the figure,

each core has a private L1 cache. However, beyond the L1, each cache serves multiple

consumers: An L2 cache is shared among those cores that form a tile, and a last level

cache (L3 cache) is shared across all the tiles.

Under this configuration, a cache line brought in by one consumer is shared by

the others, resulting in constructive interference. As a result, given a shared cache,

no cache line is duplicated, and the effective cache size is the same as the size of

the cache. Therefore, compared to private cache configurations, shared caches tend

to exhibit better storage efficiency. However, destructive interference (e.g., cache
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Figure 2.2: Example shared cache configuration. Depicts the cache hierarchy similar
to the one in [5].

pollution) could reduce performance, and higher port count increases area budget

and access latency.

More importantly, due to physical limits, the degree of fanout across different

levels (i.e., the number of consumers per cache) cannot increase without bounds. So

as the number of cores scale, the depth of the hierarchy inevitably increases. As

noted earlier, increase in travel distance translates into increased latency and energy

consumption. Increase in depth also means that the last level cache becomes further

apart from the cores, thus increasing NUMA skewness.

TILE64 [5] processor assumes a similar cache hierarchy depicted in Figure 2.2. In

our simulation where we assumed 10 cycle local L2 access latency, a single remote L2

miss took 90 cycles on average.

As can be seen, larger and deeper cache hierarchy implies increased latency,

NUMA effect, and energy consumption. Regardless of the configuration, at scale,

many-core cache hierarchies suffer the same problem. Therefore, locality should be

exploited so that the data can be supplied from the L1 or nearby caches, instead of

accessing remote caches.
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2.3 The Role of Scheduling

A software scheduler determines when and where a computation executes. Therefore,

a locality-aware scheduler could purposedly place and stage computations, so that the

inherent locality in the application is exposed in a way that the underlying hardware

can easily capture. Specifically, a scheduler should try to maximally expose the

temporal and spatial locality of the application, so that the data could be supplied

from nearby caches.

Traditionally, scheduling has been performed in the operating system. However,

as the number of cores increases, computation has to be broken down into finer

granularity, and scheduling these computations requires low overhead, fine-grained

control. Due to kernel crossing overheads and their coarse-grained nature, OS-based

approaches are not suitable for this task.

Instead, the recent proliferation of runtime-based programming systems [61, 29,

16, 55, 19, 37, 54] stresses the need to exploit locality through a user runtime. For

these systems, the user denotes code portions that can execute in parallel as tasks,

and these tasks are scheduled by the underlying runtime for execution. The runtime

can steal tasks among the cores to perform load balancing as well. Runtime-based

approaches are flexible yet lightweight enough to apply fine-grained, dynamic con-

trol over the execution. In addition, dynamically discovered information allow to

better adapt to the underlying hardware [15], and through tight coupling with the

programming model, informed scheduling decisions can be made [25].

Specifically, a runtime scheduler can generate a task schedule by grouping tasks

to execute on the same core, and by ordering the groups and the constituent tasks.

Therefore, with proper task grouping and ordering that considers the underlying cache

hierarchy, a scheduler could expose temporal and spatial locality.

However, grouping and ordering decisions are usually interrelated, making it hard

to isolate the benefits of each. In addition, on a system that can dynamically change

task sizes, task size can also impact locality by affecting the flexibility of the sched-

uler with grouping and ordering. Due to these complexities, the detailed scheduling

methodology is typically tied to the programming model being exposed.
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Figure 2.3: Flow of data for a MapReduce implementation.

Below we take a look at two example classes of parallel programming systems,

and discuss the interactions between scheduling and locality.

2.3.1 Scheduling Structured Programming Systems

Under a structured programming system [23, 27, 66, 52, 42, 71, 21], a workload is

expressed as a set of tasks that exhibit data dependency. In particular, a program is

expressed as a chain of parallel producer-consumer task stages. Such a structure is

either implied in the programming model itself [23, 27], or a user explicitly conveys

the structure to the underlying runtime [66, 52, 71, 21].

For example, for MapReduce [23], a user provides two functions, a map function

and a reduce function. The runtime then automatically instantiates these functions in

parallel to execute the tasks. Figure 2.3 shows the flow of data during the execution.

The runtime first splits input data into data chunks, and invokes the map function

for each chunk to execute map tasks in parallel. For each data item in the chunk, a

map task emits a key-value pair. Once map tasks have been completed for all the

chunks, the runtime groups those intermediate results by keys, and invokes the reduce

function for each key to instantiate reduce tasks in parallel. A reduce task takes a set

of key-value pairs with the same key as the argument, and emits a single key-value

pair as reduced output. Key-value pairs emitted from the reduce tasks undergo an
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optional sort, and are presented to the user.

As can be seen, for structured programming systems, the tasks exhibit explicit data

dependency. The dependency information can be either obtained statically [71, 21]

or discovered dynamically [23, 66]. By scheduling tasks following the dependency

information, task schedules can be generated with relative ease. However, since a

producer task and a consumer task may not execute in a successive fashion, a runtime

should provide buffering for intermediate results. Therefore, it becomes important

to exploit locality on the intermediate buffer structures. Task grouping and ordering

decisions should consider the underlying cache hierarchy and NUMA effects.

• Task Grouping: Within a task stage, tasks better be grouped along NUMA

domains, based on the input and output locality. That is, if a set of tasks

exhibit locality on the input or the intermediate buffer structures, they should

be assigned to the same NUMA domain to reduce cross-domain accesses. For

example, for a MapReduce workload, a set of map tasks that access consecutive

regions of input memory could be co-scheduled to the same NUMA domain.

• Task Ordering: As long as the data dependency is not violated, to exploit

temporal locality, a consumer task should be executed as soon as possible.

This makes it less likely that the intermediate result generated by a producer is

evicted from the local cache, thus eliminating potential cache misses and remote

cache accesses. For MapReduce, while there exists an implicit barrier between

producer tasks and consumer tasks (map-to-reduce barrier), a consumer task

could be executed before the barrier if the reduce function satisfies a certain

criteria (combiners [23]).

To summarize, a scheduler for the structured programming system could leverage

the data dependency information to generate a schedule. However, the locality for

accessing and managing buffer structures becomes an important factor, and task

grouping and ordering decisions should be made considering the underlying cache

hierarchy and NUMA configurations.
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2.3.2 Scheduling Task-Parallel Programming Systems

Under a task-parallel programming system [54, 29, 37], on the contrary, there is no

explicit data dependency among tasks. As long as no control dependency exists,

these tasks may execute in parallel, and any execution order of tasks will provide a

computationally valid result. Examples are the parallel for pragmas in [54] and the

foreach and ateach constructs in [16, 24].

Since this model (1) allows to easily express all available parallelism, (2) provides

maximum scheduling flexibility, and (3) leads to simple implementations, task-parallel

programming model has been selected as the core tasking implementations for many

popular parallel programming systems [54, 29, 37, 16, 55, 19, 24].

While being important, however, it is relatively difficult to generate a locality-

aware schedule for this category of systems. Unlike the structured programming

systems, a runtime need not implement the intermediate buffer structures. But the

lack of explicit data dependency information means that the scheduler now should find

locality (and structure) where the programmer provided none. As a matter of fact,

due to this difficulty, the problem of exploiting locality for task-parallel programming

systems largely remains difficult and unsolved.

Instead, to exploit locality, a task manager should synthesize a structure. Such

structure should methodically expose the temporal and spatial locality among the

tasks, while considering the underlying cache hierarchy.

• Task Grouping: Tasks should be grouped so that the locality among the tasks

within each group is maximized. The multi-leveled nature of many-core cache

hierarchy implies that grouping may need to be performed in a recursive fashion.

However, since a task group also determines scheduling granularity, the grouping

scheme should also try to maintain balance across the system.

• Task Ordering: Within each task group, tasks should be ordered to maximize

temporal locality, so that the underlying cache hierarchy could capture. A set of

groups can be similarly ordered, to determine group ordering. Group ordering

should maximize temporal locality across task groups.
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Basically, a locality-aware scheduler should match the inherent workload locality

to the underlying cache hierarchy. For example, assigning the two tasks that exhibit

high sharing to different cores (thus caches) will incur unnecessary remote cache

accesses; ordering high-sharing tasks further apart in the schedule will make it likely

that the shared cache lines are evicted in-between.

As will be discussed in Chapter 4, however, performing locality-aware grouping

and ordering is NP-hard. So before we devise a locality-aware scheduler for task-

parallel programming systems, a framework to systematically analyze workload local-

ity should be developed.

2.4 Requirements for a Many-Core Scheduler

Based on the discussions so far, here we list the set of requirements for a many-core

scheduler. In addition to exploiting locality, scaling the number of cores imposes

unique constraints on the scheduler.

2.4.1 Requirement 1: Locality

As discussed above, a many-core scheduler should exploit locality to reduce execution

time and save energy. In particular, the scheduler should be able to exploit locality

regardless of scale, and cache hierarchy being private or shared. While the growing

complexity of cache hierarchies makes exploiting locality profitable, the penalty for

a miscalculated schedule also increases. Therefore, a task manager should be able to

generate high quality locality-aware schedules.

For structured programming systems, such a schedule could be obtained by lever-

aging the explicit producer-consumer locality; in particular, by improving locality on

the internal data structures used to buffer intermediate task outputs. For task-parallel

programming systems, however, schedulers should synthesize locality structures by

purposedly grouping and ordering tasks. Such structure should expose locality in a

way that it could be easily captured by the underlying cache hierarchy.
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2.4.2 Requirement 2: Small Overhead

Given a fixed input size, as the size of the chip scales, computation should be broken

down into finer granularity to exploit all available parallelism [44, 62, 41]. In partic-

ular, fine-grained tasks can be used when it is difficult to balance work across cores

statically, or when we want faster execution times for a fixed-size problem [41, 62].

Hence, many modern parallel languages and runtimes allow tasks to be as small as

a couple hundred to thousand instructions [29, 16, 37, 54, 19, 55]. As the core count

increases, computation will be broken down into even finer tasks [62].

However, at few hundred instructions, fine-grained tasks may render any runtime

management overhead significant. Specifically, for a locality-aware task manager to

be practical, overheads due to locality-awareness should be smaller than the benefits

achieved from exploiting locality. A high-quality locality-aware schedule should be

generated at low costs, and should be enforced with minimal overheads.

2.4.3 Requirement 3: Scalability and Generality

After all, the scheduler itself should not be the scalability bottleneck. Scheduling and

stealing algorithms should be distributed and decentralized, so that they could scale

up to hundreds or thousands of cores. It is also important to note that increasing the

compute power of a processor typically leads to an increase in input size. For large

scale systems, task generation itself might have to be parallelized.

At the same time, Amdahl’s law dictates that for a locality-aware schedule to have

significant impact, a runtime should be able to exploit locality regardless of program-

ming model and sharing pattern. Constraining the scope of locality exploitation to

a specific programming model or a class of algorithms limits the degree to which a

locality-aware schedule can improve performance and energy efficiency. In addition,

the scheduling algorithm should be generically applicable to many types of cache

hierarchies, as well.
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2.4.4 Requirement 4: Dynamism

Load imbalance occurs when a few cores (threads) finish executing their initial allot-

ment before other threads finish. When the load imbalance continues for a prolonged

period of time, the effective number of worker threads reduces, and results in increased

execution time. Such an idle time also translates into wasted energy.

The key to reducing load imbalance is to detect the situation in a prompt manner.

However, as the core count increases, it becomes difficult to concurrently monitor all

the core executions. As a result, the chance for load imbalance also increases. In

general, such imbalance could be introduced due to the imbalance in the workload

itself, or due to the uneven execution of the underlying hardware. On a large-scale

system, however, since it would be rare for a single application to own the entire chip,

interference due to multiprogramming could also introduce significant load imbalance.

Therefore, a many-core runtime should be able to dynamically perform load bal-

ancing by stealing tasks from one core to the other. Dynamic load balancing can also

help a runtime deal with different system scales and memory hierarchies. However,

if not careful, the locality exploited in the original schedule could be disrupted. To

maximally exploit locality, stealing should be performed in a locality-aware fashion.

2.5 Related Work

The design shift to many-core processors was predicted as early as in [53, 72], and

now both the industry [38, 64, 5] and academia [4, 32] has embraced it as the de facto

design paradigm. Simple core designs, however, imply increased reliance on software

for extracting, exposing, and scheduling parallelism.

As a result, many parallel programming models have been developed [29, 16, 55,

19, 37, 54, 23, 52, 42, 66, 15, 24, 27, 73, 71, 21, 35]. Based on how parallelism

is specified, approaches range from manual annotation [35], templated instantia-

tion [54, 23, 52, 42], to full-automation [73]; based on how computation is scheduled,

approaches can either be static [73, 71, 21, 27] or dynamic [29, 54, 37, 23, 66, 52, 42].

More recent proposals utilize runtime-based approaches [29, 23, 66, 16, 55, 15].
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Through templated task instantiation, runtimes enable simple user interface, and

allows for dynamic scheduling and load balancing. Through tighter integration with

the language interface, better scheduling decisions can be made, as well [15, 25].

Therefore, a lot of effort has been made to exploit locality through a runtime.

While some schemes exhibit significant performance improvement for specific us-

age scenarios, overall they fail to meet the requirements outlined in Section 2.4. In

particular, many proposals fail to connect how high-level, task locality translates into

architectural locality. Coupled with the NP-hardness of the scheduling problem, the

proposed schemes [31, 18, 57] tend to be ad-hoc and opportunistic. A systematic

framework would be necessary to understand cache locality.

Proposals that rely on managed runtimes [16, 31] allow to transparently improve

performance across different architecture platforms. In addition, these approaches

may be seamlessly integrated with cross-node locality management. However, due

to their heavy-weighted nature, they fail to meet Requirement 2. As the core count

scales, tasks will become fine-grained, and the runtime should be able to handle those

tasks at low costs.

On the other hand, compiler-based approaches [65, 39, 27] have the potential to

produce optimal schedules for a target architecture. In theory, they have access to

all the static information necessary, and can amortize the compilation cost across

multiple binary executions. However, while they are suitable for specialized and

dedicated systems, on a general processor that can exhibit dynamic variances, they

cannot handle the imbalance.

Nevertheless, for those approaches that do utilize dynamic task stealing, locality

has not always been exploited. For example, the most popular task stealing scheme,

randomized stealing [10, 29], chooses a victim at random. While it provides good char-

acteristics such as even load distribution, simple implementation, and theoretically

bounded execution time, its randomness renders it inherently locality-oblivious.

Hardware-assisted solutions [44, 41] are viable alternatives to software-only schedul-

ing approaches. By using high-speed hardware queues to perform task scheduling,

the task management overhead could be made negligible, and additional time could

be spent to improve the quality of the schedule. However, as the chip size scales,
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their centralized design will eventually become the bottleneck, thus failing to meet

Requirement 4. Nevertheless, the hardware schemes could be applied in a distributed

fashion to locally reduce the scheduling overhead.

Targeting specific class of algorithms or workloads may reduce complexity in

task scheduling. For example, some approaches optimize for the divide-and-conquer

paradigm [18, 2] or streaming workloads [71, 65] to generate high quality schedules

at low costs. However, to fully utilize large-scale many-core processors, the runtime

should be able to exploit locality regardless of the algorithm or workload type.



Chapter 3

Exploiting Locality for MapReduce

In this chapter we explore how locality could be exploited for the structured program-

ming systems, especially on a MapReduce system. Specifically, we use a multi-socket

many-core system to verify that the problem of locality already exists. In particular,

since the schedulers for the structured programming systems also need to buffer inter-

mediate results, optimizing locality for internal data structures becomes important.

We also show that OS interactions could limit the scalability of a runtime system.

3.1 Background and Motivation

MapReduce [23] is a parallel programming framework and runtime system proposed

originally for cluster-based systems. Since it is representative of high-level, data-

parallel runtimes, the lessons learned from scaling MapReduce can be generalized to

other similar frameworks.

3.1.1 The Phoenix MapReduce Implementation

The original MapReduce system was designed for clusters [23], which spawned mul-

tiple processes to achieve parallelism. In contrast, Phoenix [60] is a shared-memory

version of MapReduce targeted for multi-core and multiprocessor systems. Phoenix

uses shared-memory threads to implement parallelism.

20
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Hardware Settings

CPU

4 UltraSPARC T2+ chips
8 cores per chip, 8 hardware contexts per core
Total of 256 hardware contexts on system

Per Core L1 Cache
8 KB, 16 B lines, 4-way associative
Write through, physically tagged / indexed

Shared L2 Cache
4 MB, 64 B lines, 8 banks, 16-way associative
Write back, physically tagged / indexed

Memory
128 GB over 16 FBDIMM channels
4 channels local to each chip
300-cycle latency for local access
100-cycle overhead for remote access
85 GB/sec for read, 42 GB/sec for write

Interconnect
Single external coherence hub
130 GB/sec bisection for coherence
Software Settings

Operating System Sun Solaris 5.10
Compiler GCC 4.2.1 with -O3 optimization

Table 3.1: The characteristics of the large-scale shared-memory system used in the
study.

Under Phoenix, a user first provides the runtime with the map and reduce func-

tions to apply on the data. The runtime then launches multiple worker threads to

execute the computation. In the map phase, the input data is split into chunks, and

the user-provided map function is invoked on each chunk. This generates interme-

diate key-value pairs, which reside in memory. In the reduce phase, for each unique

key, the reduce function is called with the values for the same key as the argument,

to reduce them to a single key-value pair. Results from all the reduce tasks are merge

sorted by keys to produce the final output.

Compared to the cluster version, the most striking aspect of Phoenix is that the

workers communicate by accessing a shared address space. Unlike the cluster-based

system where communication takes place through a distributed file system and remote

procedure calls [23, 70], the communication overheads for shared-memory MapReduce

are low. On the other hand, because threads contend over the single address space,

the way threads access memory and perform I/O can have a first-order impact on the

overall performance. As we show in Section 3.4, this can be a significant limitation

on a large-scale parallel system.
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Figure 3.1: Application speedup for the original Phoenix system.

3.1.2 The Large-Scale Shared-Memory System

The most popular form of large-scale shared-memory machines today are multi-socket

servers that use two to four many-core chips, with caches and main memory channels

physically distributed across those chips. Such a system can readily support hundreds

of threads in a single unit, but exhibits variable memory access latencies. Next

generation many-core chips with hundreds of cores on a single die will likely exhibit

similar NUMA characteristics, so analysis performed on a multi-socket system could

be generalized to future many-core chips.

The original Phoenix runtime targeted CMP and SMP systems with uniform

memory access characteristics and 24 to 32 hardware threads [60]. In this study, we

target the Sun SPARC Enterprise T5440 system [69, 58], summarized in Table 3.1.

Each of the four T2+ chips supports 64 hardware contexts for a total of 256 in the

whole system. Each chip has 4 channels of locally attached main memory (DRAM) as

well. Notice that the accesses to remote DRAM are 33% slower than the accesses to

locally attached memory; any program that uses more than 64 threads will experience

such non-uniform latency.

Figure 3.1 shows the scalability of the original Phoenix runtime measured on

T5440 with the released applications. Despite the parallelism available in these ap-

plications, none of them scales beyond 64 threads, and most of them actually slow
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Figure 3.2: The latency of synchronization primitives.

down when more threads are involved. This is the result of the increased memory

latency, loss of locality, and high contention when utilizing threads across multiple

chips. We explain these issues in detail in Section 3.3.

It is also interesting to note that on T5440, the performance of several OS primi-

tives deteriorates when using more than 64 threads. Figure 3.2 shows the latency of

synchronization operations as we scale the number of threads. We measured the time

needed for a half million lock acquisitions and releases in order to increment a shared

counter. Similar to the behavior in Figure 3.1, the cost for synchronization increases

drastically as we cross the chip boundary.

We also observed similar behavior with Phoenix and with low-level OS primitives

on an 8-chip, 32-core, 32-thread Opteron system running x86 Linux. This verifies that

the challenges observed are fundamental to large-scale systems, and not the artifacts

of the T5440 machine we used. We omit the x86 results due to space limitations.

However, the optimizations presented in this thesis led to significant performance

improvements on this system as well.

3.2 Optimizing Phoenix for Large-Scale and NUMA

A parallel runtime such as Phoenix continuously interacts with the user application

and the operating system. Therefore, it is natural that the optimization strategies for
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large-scale, NUMA systems are multi-layered. Specifically, the approach we propose

comprises three layers: algorithm, implementation, and OS interaction.

3.2.1 Algorithmic Optimizations

To perform well on a NUMA machine, the basic algorithms used in the runtime

must be scalable and NUMA aware. For instance, the original Phoenix algorithm is

not NUMA aware in that local and remote worker threads are indistinguishable at

the algorithm level. While this is not an issue for small-scale systems, it becomes

important for locality-aware task distribution in a large-scale, NUMA environment.

When the input data for the application is brought into memory via mmap(), Solaris

distributes the necessary physical frames across multiple locality groups, i.e., chips and

their separate memory channels [67]. If Phoenix blindly assigns map tasks to threads,

it could end up having a local thread continuously work on remote data chunks, thus

causing additional latency and unnecessary remote traffic.

We resolved the issue by introducing a task queue per locality group, and by

distributing tasks according to the location of the pertaining data chunk. Map threads

retrieve tasks from their local task queues first, and when the queue runs out, they

start stealing tasks from remote task queues. Although similar in spirit to the work

stealing algorithm utilized in other runtimes [9], the difference here is that we maintain

one task queue for each locality group (instead of each thread), hence creating a load

balancing approach that is compatible with NUMA memory hierarchies.

3.2.2 Implementation Optimizations

To fully utilize a large-scale machine, applications must include non-trivial amount

of work. This typically implies large input datasets that the runtime system must

handle efficiently. Meeting this requirement in MapReduce is quite challenging, since a

typical MapReduce application also generates commensurate amount of intermediate

and output data. Unlike the original MapReduce where data storage and retrieval

are limited by the raw bandwidth of the network and the disk subsystem [23], we find

that in Phoenix, the design and performance of the in-memory data structures used
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Figure 3.3: Phoenix data structure for intermediate key-value pairs.

to store and retrieve intermediate data are crucial to overall system performance.

Figure 3.3 gives a simplistic view of the core data structure in the original Phoenix,

which is used to store the intermediate key-value pairs generated from the map phase.

In particular, Figure 3.3a depicts the typical access pattern during the map phase,

where a worker thread is storing an <“orange”, 1> intermediate pair. Phoenix

internally maintains a 2-D array of pointers to keys array, where the width is deter-

mined as the number of map workers, and the height is fixed by a default value (256).

During the map phase, each map worker uses its thread id to index into this array

column-wise. Once the column is determined, the element is indexed by the hash

value of the key. Therefore, for each thread, a column of pointers acts as a fixed-sized

hash table, and one keys array amounts to a hash bucket. All the threads use the

same hash function.

Specifically, each keys array is implemented as a contiguous buffer, and keys are
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stored sorted to facilitate binary search. Each entry in the keys array also has a

pointer to a vals array; this structure stores all the values associated with a particular

key. To maximize locality, vals array is implemented as a single contiguous array as

well. During the map phase, both the keys array and vals array are thread local.

Next, during the reduce phase (Figure 3.3b), each row of the 2-D array amounts

to a reduce task; a reduce thread grabs a row from the matrix and invokes the reduce

function over all the keys array structures in that row. Notice the disparity between

how the threads access the 2-D array structure during the map phase (column-wise)

and the reduce phase (row-wise); pictorially, every crossing in the access pattern

signifies that a worker thread has to access data structures prepared by another

thread, which could require remote memory accesses in the NUMA environment.

On the other hand, since Phoenix is implemented in C, the 2-D array structure is

represented as a row-major array in memory. Hence, the above design optimizes for

the locality of reduce phase; map phase exhibits little locality since the sequence of

keys confronted during the phase is close to random.

With the medium-sized datasets used on small-scale systems, this data structure

design was acceptable. But when the input was significantly increased on the 256-

thread NUMA system, we observed some performance pathologies. As described

earlier, the keys array structure was implemented as a sorted array to utilize binary

search. Although it provided fast lookup, the downside of this implementation was

that when the buffer ran out of space, the entire array had to be reallocated. Even

worse, when a new key was inserted in the middle of the array, all the keys coming

lexicographically after the new key had to be moved. As we increased the input

dataset, this problem became more prominent. Similar buffer reallocation issues

occurred on the vals array as well.

Improving the keys array structure was more complicated than expected. Since

massive amounts of intermediate pairs were being inserted into the hash table, slight

latency increases such as pointer indirection obliterated any performance gains. For

example, we tried a design that implemented keys array as a linked list, but failed to

improve performance. Replacing the structure with a tree was not an option either,

since frequent rebalancing would have been costly. Instead, we settled by significantly
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increasing the number of hash buckets so that on average only one key resides in a

keys array. Detailed reasoning behind this decision will follow (see Section 3.3.3),

but as a rule of thumb, increasing the number of hash buckets linear to the number

of unique keys was sufficient.

For the vals array, we implemented an iterator interface to the buffer and exposed

this interface to the user reduce function. This allowed for a buffer that is comprised of

a few disjoint memory chunks (good for locality purposes) while still maintaining the

sequential accessibility through the iterator interface. This design completely removed

the reallocation issue. Additionally, to tolerate the increased memory latencies in the

NUMA system, we implemented prefetching functionality behind the interface. Note

that unlike the map phase where we can avoid accessing remote memory by assigning

tasks based on locality, in the reduce phase a worker might not be able to avoid

performing remote accesses since the intermediate pairs with the same key may be

produced by workers across all the locality groups. Therefore, sequential accesses and

prefetching to vals array become important.

We also experimented with combiners [23], where each thread invoked the com-

biner at the end of the map phase to decrease the amount of reduce phase remote

memory traffic. However, with the prefetching in place for the reduce phase, combin-

ers made little difference.

After the data structure was improved, other minor factors such as task genera-

tion time were affected by the increased input size as well. We detail the issues in

Section 3.3.3.

3.2.3 OS Interaction Optimizations

Once the algorithm and the implementation are optimized, interactions with the oper-

ating system are apt to become the next bottleneck. Specifically, Phoenix frequently

uses two OS services: memory allocation and I/O.

Phoenix exerts significant pressure on memory allocators, not only due to its large

memory footprint, but also its peculiar allocation pattern. In terms of memory foot-

print, Phoenix generates a significant amount of intermediate and output data, where
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the memory needs per key are usually unpredictable. As for the allocation pattern,

in Phoenix, the thread that allocates memory (e.g., a map thread) rarely is also the

thread that deallocates the memory (e.g., a reduce thread). This mismatch can incur

contention on the per-thread heap locks when multiple threads try to manipulate the

same thread heap.

We experimented with a sizeable number of memory allocators to compare their

performance. However, at high thread count, we noticed that the parallel allocator

performance was limited by the scalability of the sbrk() system call. We discuss the

issues in detail in Section 3.4.

On the other hand, the mmap() system call is used to read in input data. Once

the user passes the pointer to the memory region allocated through mmap() as a

runtime input, multiple threads will concurrently fault in the input data while invok-

ing their map functions. Therefore, as we increased the number of worker threads,

we observed mmap() scalability being crucial to some of the workloads.

More importantly, mmap() was also being used to implement thread stacks. Us-

ing the SunStudio profiler [68], we found that thread join was a major bottleneck

at large thread count. Further analysis revealed that the increased thread join time

was due to the calls to munmap(), which was used to deallocate thread stacks. To

address the issue, we implemented a thread pool that reuses threads across differ-

ent MapReduce phases and iterations (multiple sets of map and reduce functions),

reducing the total number of calls to munmap() to a strict minimum.

3.3 Performance Evaluation

3.3.1 Performance Improvements Summary

We implemented the optimizations in Section 3.2 on Phoenix and measured its per-

formance by executing the applications included in the original release. Table 3.2

describes the workloads and their input datasets. We omitted the reverse index

workload because it was I/O bound. Compared to the original release [60], we sig-

nificantly increased the input datasets to stress all the hardware contexts available
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Application Input Dataset Description

histogram 1.4 GB BMP image Computes the RGB histogram of an image
kmeans 500,000 data points Performs k-means clustering analysis over data points
linear regression 3.5 GB data Applies linear regression best-fit over data points
matrix multiply 3,000 × 3,000 matrices Matrix multiplication
pca 3,000 × 3,000 matrix Performs principal components analysis on a matrix
string match 500 MB dictionary Pattern matches a set of strings against streams of data
word count 500 MB random texts Counts the number of unique word occurrences

Table 3.2: The workloads used with the Phoenix MapReduce system.
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Figure 3.4: Application speedup with the optimized version of Phoenix.

on our system. In all the experiments, we bind threads so that we fill up a chip (64

threads) first before providing for the other chips.

Figure 3.4 summarizes the scalability results for the optimized runtime. Specif-

ically, workloads matrix multiply, kmeans, pca, and string match scale up to

256 threads. However, some of the workloads still do not scale particularly well. We

discuss their bottlenecks in detail in Section 3.4, but in the remainder of this section,

we first focus on the optimizations that turned out to be successful.

Figure 3.5 measures the relative speedup of the new runtime over the original.

It essentially compares Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.1, using the same dataset. In the

figure, the top and bottom of each vertical bar denotes the maximum and minimum

performance improvement achieved at a particular thread count, respectively; the

horizontal line that connects those bars represent the harmonic means of speedups
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Figure 3.5: Relative speedup over the original Phoenix system.

obtained across all the workloads.

The optimized runtime leads to improvements across all thread counts. For less

than 64 threads (single chip), the average improvement is 1.5x, and the variation

across applications is rather small (maximum of 2.8x). For large-scale, NUMA con-

figurations with 128 or 256 threads, however, the optimizations are significantly more

effective, reaching 19x in maximum and 2.53x on average. We observed similar dif-

ferences between the two runtimes on the 8-socket, 32-core Opteron system as well.

Since the various optimizations had interrelated effects on the overall performance,

e.g., iterators interacting with memory allocation pressure, we could not fully isolate

the contributions of each class of optimization for all the workloads. Qualitatively

speaking, OS interaction optimizations had the most impact, implementation opti-

mizations next, and algorithmic optimizations the least. In the following subsections,

we provide further insights into the impact of each optimization class.

3.3.2 Impact of Algorithmic Optimizations

We implemented the per locality group task queue and task distribution as described

in Section 3.2.1. We utilized the meminfo() interface in Solaris [67], which returns

the locality group of the physical memory that backs the virtual address being queried.

Based on the locality group information for an input data chunk, a task is queued
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Figure 3.6: Locality group hit rate improvement on string match.

to the pertaining locality group task queue. Note that the locality-aware task distri-

bution is orthogonal to the use of an application specific splitter on the input data;

once the input is split in whatever means necessary, map tasks are distributed in a

locality-aware manner.

Figure 3.6 compares the locality group hit rate of the optimized runtime against

that of the baseline for the string match application. The hit rate represents the

percentage of map task data that is served by a memory channel attached to the local

chip (low latency memory access). When threads are confined to one chip, they are

forced to take locality group misses when accessing data on remote memory. Hence,

for this case, both schemes exhibit about 17% locality group hit rate. However,

when threads are created across multiple chips, careful placement of tasks can readily

improve locality group hit rate. The proposed optimization effectively utilizes this

opportunity, which leads to 30% and 44% locality group hit rate at 128 and 256

threads, respectively. On average, at 256 threads, this optimization leads to 8%

speedup improvement over the baseline.
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Workload Populated Bkts. Keys / Bkt. Vals / Key

histogram 256 2 256
kmeans 100 1 78
linear regression 5 1 905
matrix multiply 0 0 0 (bypasses reduce)

pca
21 2 1 (phase 1)

256 274 1 (phase 2)
string match 0 0 0 (bypasses reduce)

word count
256 156 34 (phase 1)
244 31 1 (phase 2)

Table 3.3: Hash table key distribution.
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Figure 3.7: kmeans sensitivity to hash bucket count.

3.3.3 Impact of Implementation Optimizations

Hash Table Improvements

In Section 3.2.2, we discussed how large datasets lead to performance issues with the

core Phoenix data structure that stores intermediate key-value pairs. We addressed

the issue by increasing the number of hash buckets, and by implementing the iterator

interface. Especially, increasing the hash bucket count avoided buffer reallocation and

copying. However, not all the workloads benefited from the optimization. Table 3.3

shows the distribution of keys in the hash table for 64 threads, when the number of

hash buckets is set to 256. Note that these are the averages across all the threads;

the actual number of keys or values for each thread can be significantly higher.

From the table, it can be seen that although workloads such as pca and word count
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Figure 3.8: word count sensitivity to hash bucket count.

generate significant amount of unique keys, other workloads, e.g., kmeans and lin-

ear regression, do not.

Those workloads with small key count generate a fixed number of unique keys,

regardless of the input. Therefore, increasing the hash table size ended up in a net

slowdown for such applications, and this slowdown actually became worse with more

threads. Figure 3.7 shows the normalized execution time of kmeans increasing with

higher bucket counts (time normalized to that with 256 buckets).

Our analysis showed that when a reduce worker traversed down a row of the 2-D

array (see Section 3.2.2), there was a fixed cost just to find a remote keys array

structure empty. Due to NUMA effects, this cost increased when more chips were

used. In Figure 3.7, the effect manifests as worse performance with increasing number

of threads. Therefore, for workloads that did not generate a large number of unique

keys, the hash bucket count had to be kept small.

Even for the workloads that did benefit from the increased bucket count, the im-

provements were not uniform. Figure 3.8 shows the normalized execution time of

word count over various hash bucket counts. Again, the execution time is normal-

ized to that of the 256 buckets case. At low thread counts (∼32 threads), increasing

the hash table size results in speedup. However, as more threads are added, the

benefit is reversed due to the increased time spent in the merge phase.
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Figure 3.9: pca execution time breakdown.

In Phoenix, worker threads output one result structure for each reduce task, which

are merged by a tree-based parallel merge sort at the end of the reduce phase. Since

each hash bucket amounts to one reduce task, having an excessive amount of hash

buckets results in a wider merge tree. At the same time, increasing the thread count

makes the merge tree deeper. When the overhead in the merge phase outweighed the

savings from reduced memory reallocation, increasing the number of hash buckets

resulted in a net slowdown.

To summarize, no single hash table size worked best for all the workloads. For

applications that generated small number of keys, the hash table size had to be kept

to a minimum. On the other hand, for workloads with large amount of keys, the hash

bucket count could only be increased as long as it did not negatively affect the merge

phase execution time. In the optimized version of Phoenix, we made the hash table

size user tunable, while providing the default values for efficient execution on each

workload. As a rule of thumb, increasing the number of hash buckets proportional to

the number of unique keys was sufficient.
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Without Thread Pool
#threads Time (sec) #calls Time / Call (msec)

8 0 20 0
16 0.31 1947 0.16
32 0.689 4499 0.15
64 1.695 9956 0.17

128 4.548 14661 0.31
256 8.219 14697 0.56

With Thread Pool
#threads Time (sec) #calls Time / Call (msec)

8 0 10 0
16 0.002 13 0.15
32 0.002 18 0.11
64 0.008 33 0.24

128 0.016 44 0.36
256 0.065 102 0.64

Table 3.4: The effect of the munmap() system call on kmeans.

Task Generation Time

We also made an interesting observation regarding the effect of map task chunk size

on the overall execution time. As reported in [60], it is generally understood that

varying the chunk size relative to the cache size does not have a significant impact on

locality, due to the streaming nature of MapReduce applications.

However, the chunk size had a direct impact on the map phase task generation

time, which started to consume a noticeable amount of execution as the input datasets

became larger. Figure 3.9 shows the breakdown of the pca execution time as we vary

the input chunk size from 64 KB to 512 KB. At the default value of 64 KB (left

columns), pca generates millions of map tasks, which is captured as the prominent

map overhead portion in the figure. At higher number of threads, this overhead

actually dominates the entire execution time.

In our case, increasing the chunk size up to 512 KB was sufficient to reduce the task

generation time to a minimum (right columns in Figure 3.9). However, for systems

with even larger scale, the task generation phase might as well be parallelized.
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Figure 3.10: kmeans performance improvement due to thread pool.

3.3.4 Impact of OS Interaction Optimizations

As described in Section 3.2.3, the mmap() and munmap() system calls used to

implement and destroy thread stack introduce high overhead at large thread counts.

Especially, kmeans was affected the most since it iterates over multiple MapRe-

duce instances, which results in repeatedly creating and destroying a large number

of threads. The upper half of Table 3.4 shows the effect of munmap() on kmeans,

measured with truss. It is expected that the number of calls to munmap() in-

creases with increasing number of threads; but what is problematic is that each call

to munmap() takes longer as we use more threads.

To alleviate this problem, we implemented a thread pool. The lower half of Ta-

ble 3.4 presents the same data when the thread pool is enabled. The thread pool

reduces the absolute number of calls to munmap(), which makes the time spent

inside munmap() negligible. As a result, in Figure 3.10, the workload shows notably

improved scalability.

However, the time spent for each call to munmap() stays more or less the same

(see Table 3.4). We discuss the issue in detail in Section 3.4.2.
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Figure 3.11: Execution time breakdown on histogram.
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Figure 3.12: Execution time breakdown on linear regression.

3.4 Challenges and Limitations

Although we were able to significantly improve the scalability of Phoenix, work-

loads histogram, linear regression, and word count still did not scale up to 256

threads. We used /usr/bin/time to assess where the execution time was being spent.

Figures 3.11, 3.12, and 3.13 shows the result for histogram, linear regression, and

word count, where effective time is defined as user + sys time.

It is clear that the 3 non-scaling workloads share two common trends. First, the

idle time increases with increasing number of threads, dominating the total execution
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Figure 3.13: Execution time breakdown on word count.

time at high thread count. Second, as we go beyond the single chip boundary, the

portion of actual computation time assumed by the kernel code (sys / effective)

significantly increases.

Through profiler analysis [68], we also found that at 256 threads, histogram and

linear regression spent 64% and 63% of their execution time idling for data page

fault, and that word count spent 28% of its execution time in sbrk() called inside

the memory allocator. word count spent an additional 27% of execution time idling

for data pages as well. In short, scalability on these three workloads were hampered

by the two OS services: memory allocation and I/O.

We would like to be clear that these issues are not related to the physical I/O per-

formance. We observed the same issue even when we warmed up the OS file system

cache by running the same workload with the same input multiple times. Measure-

ments were taken only when the workload execution time had been stabilized. Hence,

all the scalability issues we report here are due to the serialization introduced by the

memory management subsystem of the operating system. It is also important to point

out that simply substituting mmap() with read() resulted in unacceptable perfor-

mance for those workloads that depended heavily on mmap(): namely, histogram

and linear regression.
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Figure 3.14: Memory allocator scalability comparison on word count.

3.4.1 Memory Allocator Scalability

Compared to the libc sequential allocator, the Solaris concurrent allocator mtmalloc

provided improved performance. However, when it frequently called sbrk(), the

allocator exhibited scalability problems. Inside sbrk(), a single user-level lock kept

other threads from expanding the process’ data segment, while per-address space

locks protected in-kernel virtual memory object. As more threads relied on sbrk()

to satisfy allocation requests, sbrk() became the point of contention.

We experimented with various allocators1. Figure 3.14 compares the scalability of

different memory allocators on word count. Solaris alone provided (at least) 5 differ-

ent memory allocator implementations: malloc, bsdmalloc, mtmalloc, libumem,

and mapmalloc. Among those, mtmalloc and libumem had concurrency sup-

port. Especially, libumem could be paired with a backend using mmap() instead

of sbrk(); in Figure 3.14, libumem mmap denotes the performance of libumem

with mmap() backend. Also, the hoard trend line denotes the performance of the

Hoard [6] memory allocator.

In summary, no allocator successfully scales up to 256 threads—once the sbrk()

becomes the bottleneck, no allocator is able to scale. We believe this issue opens

1We could not experiment with TCMalloc, an open-source memory allocator with NUMA exten-
sions [30], since the library was not ported to SPARC.
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Figure 3.15: mmap() microbenchmark scalability results.

up a new research opportunity for concurrent allocators and virtual memory subsys-

tems on large-scale shared-memory systems. Comparing the results of libumem and

libumem mmap also shows that the mmap() backend performs even worse than

the sbrk() backend: Despite having no user-level lock like sbrk(), the mmap()

backend scales worse than the sequential malloc.

3.4.2 mmap() Scalability

The scalability of the mmap() system call is critical to shared-memory runtimes like

Phoenix, since workloads typically mmap() user input data and use multiple threads

to fault in. To quantify the problem, we created a microbenchmark that assessed

mmap() scalability. It simply calls mmap() on a user input file, and statically

assigns the data chunks across threads. Then the threads compute the total sum

of all the data, by streaming through the chunks assigned to them. No user level

synchronization primitives are called, and memory allocation is only performed in

the sequential portion of the program (an array to hold pthread t structures).

Figure 3.15 shows the microbenchmark results over varying page sizes. In short,

mmap() exhibits serialization as we cross the chip boundary. The fact that the

performance is identical regardless of the page size also suggests that the problem is

not related to TLB pressure. The issue is not limited to Solaris, either: Executing
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Figure 3.16: Ideal vs. actual speedup for non-scalable workloads.

the same microbenchmark on Linux produced similar results.

3.4.3 Importance of OS Scalability

To investigate to which degree these workloads were affected by the poor scalability of

OS primitives, we tried to predict the ideal scalability of each. Figure 3.16 shows the

achievable speedup for each workload, when only the time spent executing the user

code is considered (including the Phoenix runtime). It is clear that the OS scalability

is a significant issue, as the user time on these applications scales well.

To better support our claim, we also created a synthetic benchmark that tries

to get rid of sbrk() and mmap() effects on word count application by, first, pre-

allocating all the memory it needs, and second, by reading in all the data into the user

address space before it starts executing. In Figure 3.17, we can see that removing

each OS bottleneck gradually improves the application performance. When both

bottlenecks are removed, the workload scales well up to 256 threads.

3.4.4 Discussions

Scaling operating systems for large-scale, shared-memory systems is an active field of

research [12, 63]. Nevertheless, we have shown that the problems are more severe and
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Figure 3.17: word count performance without sbrk() and mmap() effects.

readily encountered than expected, even with a highly optimized operating system

like Solaris. Clearly, further research is warranted.

It is also important to point out that these issues are specific to shared-memory

MapReduce. Unlike the cluster implementation, in shared-memory MapReduce,

worker threads share a single address space. Therefore, how one thread allocates

memory and performs I/O has a direct impact on the overall system performance. In

an effort to localize OS interactions as much as possible, we also tried MapReducing-

MapReduce: instantiating one MapReduce instance per locality group and crossing

the chip boundaries only at the final phase to merge results. However, since those

MapReduce instances essentially comprised a single process, they still suffered from

similar OS scalability issues.

Another way to overcome the problems we faced on the NUMA system would be

to implement each MapReduce worker as a separate process running on a dedicated

OS instance (virtual machine) but on the same physical machine. Unlike the cluster

environment where workers communicate over the network infrastructure, we could

build virtual machine mechanisms that would allow communications across different

virtual machines to take place through shared memory, without even invoking the

hypervisor every time. We leave this topic as future work.
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3.5 Conclusions

We have seen that the problem of locality already exists: On a large-scale shared-

memory system comprised of multiple many-core chips, latency and NUMA issues

were prevalent. Therefore, to exploit locality on a MapReduce system, we had to

optimize the runtime at all possible layers.

In particular, since the MapReduce scheduler provided intermediate result buffer-

ing, locality on the internal data structures was important. Other structured pro-

gramming systems could benefit from our analysis, by applying similar techniques

to improve the locality on the intermediate buffer structures. We also showed that

the scalability of the OS primitives can impose significant challenges to a scalable

runtime. Any runtime that targets large-scale many-core systems should minimize

operating system interactions as much as possible.

While our analysis focused on a multi-socket configuration, future many-core pro-

cessors will exhibit similar NUMA characteristics. Our findings will maintain rele-

vance to those processors as well.



Chapter 4

Graph-Based Locality Analysis

Framework

We now shift our focus to a single many-core chip, and study how locality can be ex-

ploited for the more challenging case—the task-parallel programming systems. Unlike

the structured programming systems (see Section 2.3.1), task-parallel programming

systems lack the explicit data dependency information. Therefore, a scheduler should

synthesize task structures to exploit locality. We first develop a graph-based locality

analysis framework to derive insights into how such a structure could be constructed,

and study how the structure interacts with the underlying cache hierarchy. We also

develop a reference scheduler we later use to quantitatively explore the importance

of various aspects of a locality-aware schedule.

4.1 The Task-Parallel Programming Model

We first formally define the task-parallel programming model. Listing 4.1 denotes an

example task programming interface.

Under task-parallel programming, a parallel section denotes the region of code

where parallel execution is performed. For example, in Listing 4.1, to specify a

parallel section, a user calls the taskQEnqueue() function with a task function

(taskfn) and a task space as arguments. A task space, which basically amounts to a

44
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// Spec i f y the p a r a l l e l s e c t i on by prov id ing
// (1) the ta sk func t i on and (2) ta sk space
taskQEnqueue ( taskfn , num dims , s i z e a r r ) ;

// Execute the p a r a l l e l s e c t i on in p a r a l l e l
taskQWait ( ) ;

Listing 4.1: The task-parallel programming inter-
face.

task index grid, is specified as the number of dimensions (num dims) and the size

in each dimension (size arr).

When the taskQEnqueue() function is called, the runtime spawns a number of

threads; similar to [44, 62], we assume one thread is created per hardware context.

It then creates tasks by instantiating the task function with each point in the task

space as the argument. These tasks are then scheduled for execution. In particular, we

assume a task queue-based task management system [10], where the runtime maintains

a queue of tasks for each thread. To schedule a task, the runtime enqueues it to one

of the task queues.

The tasks are actually executed when the taskQWait() function is called. For

execution, each thread dequeues a task from its queue and executes it. If the queue is

empty, the thread tries to steal tasks from other threads’ queues. When all the tasks

have been executed, threads are terminated, and the taskQWait() function returns

to give the control back to the main thread.

As can be seen, for this model, all the tasks are available at the beginning of

a parallel section. More importantly, tasks may execute in any order, and any task

execution leads to a computationally correct result [54, 37]. While this model does not

incorporate tasks with control dependency [29, 16], such model can be reformulated

as a series of control-independent parallel sections (e.g., each level of task tree forms a

parallel section). At the least, control dependency could be cast as data dependency,

and tasks could be scheduled using the methods applied for structured programming

systems (see Chapter 3).
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Workload Task Tasks that Share Data Access
Pattern

#tasks Task Size Input

hj Performs single row
lookup

Look up same hash bucket
(clustered sharing)

hash tables 4,096 157 4,460

bprj Reconstructs a sub-
volume

Work on sub-volumes map-
ping to overlapping pixels
(clustered sharing)

3-D traver-
sal

4,096 415 3,650

gjk Operates on sets of
object pairs

Work on overlapping object
sets (clustered sharing)

pointer ac-
cess

384 4,950 940

brmap Maps pixels from a
sub-image

Work on sub-images map-
ping to overlapping pixels
(structured sharing)

trajectory-
based

4,977 1,298 22,828

conv Operates on
square-shaped
image block

Operate on overlapping
pixels (structured sharing)

grid-based 67,584 667 26,400

mmm Multiplies a pair of
sub-matrices

Use common sub-matrix
(clustered sharing)

grid-based 4,096 49,193 344,064

smvm Multiplies one row
of matrix

Touch overlapping elements
in a vector (clustered shar-
ing)

sparse ma-
trix

4,096 891 42,385

sp Solves a subset of
equation lattice

Work on neighboring lat-
tices (structured sharing)

grid-based 1,l56 5,956 439

Table 4.1: Workloads used in this chapter. Task Size is reported in terms of number
of dynamic instructions. Input reports the total sum of task footprints in KB.

4.1.1 Task-Parallel Workloads

Table 4.1 summarizes the task-parallel workloads used in this chapter. Workloads

are chosen to cover a variety of locality and access patterns, task sizes, and data set

sizes. In particular, notice that the applications are not necessarily organized in a

cache oblivious [28] or recursive manner. Most of them are adopted from previous

work on task scheduling [44, 62, 41]. As discussed, for these workloads, the execution

order of tasks does not affect the computation result.

hj models the probe phase of hash-joining two database tables. A hash join is

typically comprised of two phases; in the build phase, the smaller table, the inner table,

is converted into a hash table by applying a hash function to the key of each row; in

the probe phase, the larger table, the external table, is scanned to find the relevant

rows by looking up the hash table. Since the external table in general is significantly

larger than the inner table, the workload is dominated by the probe phase. A task

amounts to a single row lookup, and locality can be achieved by grouping those tasks

that lookup the same hash bucket.
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bprj maps 3-D scan data back to a 2-D image. The mapped location on the image

is determined by the camera position in the 3-D space, and the camera traversal is

described by an elliptical function. Single task maps a small volume of 3-D points,

and locality exists across those tasks that map to the same block on the 2-D image.

gjk models the collision detection logic used in 3-D graphics and gaming. Individ-

ual task performs collision detection for pairs of likely-colliding objects. By grouping

tasks that operate on the same objects, locality can be accumulated.

brmap performs interpolation of an input image based on the pixel location. A

task operates on a rectangle of input pixels, and row-wise neighboring rectangles share

cache lines. Grouping row-wise tasks together benefits from locality.

conv workload performs a 2-D convolution (5x5) on each image pixel. A single

task operates on a square-shaped sub-image. Locality exists across those tasks that

operate on overlapping image pixels.

mmm implements blocked matrix-to-matrix multiplication. A task performs mul-

tiplication over a pair of sub-matrices. Tasks that work on the same sub-matrix can

benefit from locality.

smvm performs sparse matrix-vector multiplication. Each row of the matrix

represents a noisy observation of pre-determined patterns. Individual task performs

a single row-to-vector multiplication, so locality can be obtained by grouping those

tasks that touch similar regions of the vector.

sp workload solves a set of nonlinear partial differential equations using the scalar

pentadiagonal algorithm. A task solves a subset of equation lattice, and grouping

tasks that work on neighboring lattices provides locality.

4.2 Graph-Based Framework Overview

To find and understand the inherent locality patterns across our workloads, we de-

velop a graph theory-based locality analysis methodology. This methodology is in-

dependent of detailed hardware characteristics such as the number of cores and the

cache hierarchy.

Specifically, we start with the read and write sets for each task. We profile each
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Figure 4.1: Example task sharing graph.

workload to collect heap access traces at cache line granularity1; we discard access

ordering information to obtain a set representation. Using the read and write set

information, we construct a task sharing graph. Figure 4.1 shows the part of a task

sharing graph collected from one of our workloads2.

In a task sharing graph G(V,E), a vertex represents a task, and an edge denotes

sharing. A vertex weight is the task size in terms of number of dynamic instruc-

tions, and an edge weight is the number of cache lines shared between the two tasks

connected by the edge.

A locality-aware task schedule maps vertices to core resources, taking into account

both vertex weights (to balance load) and edge weights (to enhance locality). Two

techniques to help construct such a schedule are (1) grouping tasks that share data,

and (2) ordering tasks to minimize reuse distance.

Grouping: Executing a set of tasks (a task group) on cores that share one or

more levels of cache captures the data reuse across tasks. Therefore, careful task

grouping can help us construct a schedule that maximizes locality.

Even with profile information about each task’s read and write sets, creating

an optimal set of task groups is an NP-hard problem. We therefore use a heuristic

1The line size represents the logical cache line size, not the actual, architecture-dependent cache
line size. We used 64 bytes.

2mmm with small task configuration (see Section 4.4).
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graph partitioning tool (METIS [40]) to generate quality task groups. METIS divides

the vertices from a task sharing graph into a given number of groups while trying

to (1) maximize the sum of edge weights internal to each group (i.e., data sharing

captured by the task group), and (2) equalize the sum of vertex weights in each group.

Ordering: Executing tasks in an optimal order minimizes the distance between

reuses of shared data across tasks. Reducing reuse distance makes it easier for caches

to capture the temporal locality because lines are less likely to be evicted between

reuses. It may also create incremental, smaller levels of working set. We consider

both task ordering and group ordering. Task ordering specifies the traversal order

of vertices for a task group. On a task queue-based task management system, task

order denotes the dequeue order of tasks within the same task group. Group ordering

specifies the execution order of task groups.

Creating an optimal order for tasks is also an NP-hard problem. We therefore use

a heuristic to provide a high quality ordering. Specifically, we apply Prim’s algorithm

to construct a maximum spanning tree (MST), and use the order that vertices are

added to the MST. In architectural terms, Prim’s algorithm accumulates the read and

write sets of scheduled tasks, and picks the task whose read and write sets exhibit

the maximum intersection with the cumulative sets as the next task to execute. To

construct a task ordering, we apply MST on the task sharing graph. To construct a

group ordering, we first coarsen the task sharing graph to create a task group sharing

graph, where each uber node represents a task group; we then apply MST to the task

group sharing graph.

We explore the locality implications of these next, along with the impact of task

size. Initially we discuss locality assuming a single core with a single cache. We later

extend the analysis to multiple cores with complex, multi-level cache hierarchies.

4.2.1 Implications of Task Grouping on Locality

Table 4.2 shows the statistics collected for some of our workloads, when we use METIS

to divide the graphs into different sizes of groups. All of these characteristics are

architecture-independent. Sum of footprint denotes the average sum of individual
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Rel. Task Grp Size 1 1/2 1/22 1/23 1/24 1/25 1/26 1/27 1/28 1/29 1/210

#tasks / Group 4,096 2,048 1,024 512 256 128 64 32 16 8 4
Sum of Footprint 42,385 21,192 10,596 5,298 2,649 1,324 662 331 165 82 41
Union of Footprint 4,946 2,618 1,408 757 400 211 110 59 34 21 14
Sharing Degree 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.11 0.21 0.38 0.58 0.75 0.90 0.99
Cut Cost (E+07) 0.00 2.04 3.13 3.68 3.98 4.15 4.27 4.41 4.77 4.97 5.08

(a) Statistics collected for smvm.

Rel. Task Grp Size 1 1/2 1/22 1/23 1/24 1/25 1/26 1/27 1/28 1/29 1/210

#tasks / Group 4,096 2,048 1,024 512 256 128 64 32 16 8 4
Sum of Footprint 3,650 1,825 912 456 228 114 57 28 14 7 3
Union of Footprint 177 91 51 29 16 9 5 3 1 1 1
Sharing Degree 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.07 0.13 0.22 0.38 0.58 0.78 0.92
Cut Cost (E+06) 0.00 4.19 6.31 7.37 7.91 8.19 8.36 8.48 8.61 8.71 8.77

(b) Statistics collected for bprj.

Table 4.2: Statistics over varying task group sizes for smvm and bprj. Relative
Task Group Size of 1 denotes the case where all the tasks are grouped into a single
task group. Sharing Degree of 1 means on average, when a cache line is shared, it
is shared by all the tasks within a task group. All footprints are reported in KB.

task footprints for each task group, while union of footprint denotes the average size

of the union of individual task footprints (i.e., shared lines are counted only once) for

each task group. We discuss the other statistics later3.

Intuitively, to maximize locality, a task group should be sized so that the working

set of the group fits in cache. In that regard, the sum of footprint represents an upper

bound on working set size for a task group (i.e., when a schedule fails to exploit any

reuse across tasks), and the union of footprint represents a lower bound. For a fully-

associative cache, the union of footprint should accurately track the working set of

a task group. However, due to conflict misses and unaccounted-for stack accesses,

the actual working set size is between the union and sum of footprint. For example,

for smvm, when we have 8 tasks per task group, the actual working set would be

between 21 KB (= union of footprint) and 82 KB (= sum of footprint).

Hence, assuming a single cache, task groups should be sized so that the cache

size is between the union and sum of task footprints. However, strictly following

this rule may lead to other inefficiencies. In an actual implementation, grouping

3Since read sharing is dominant in our workloads, we give equal weight to read and write sharing
in computing our metrics. It is straightforward to assign different weights to reflect different costs
for read and write sharing.
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too few tasks together might introduce high scheduling overhead, and too many tasks

could introduce load imbalance. Such issues can be avoided by performing multi-level

grouping, or by executing tasks within a task group in parallel (see Section 4.3).

4.2.2 Implications of Ordering on Locality

Task ordering and group ordering can maximize temporal locality when reuse distance

is minimized. We define two characteristics, sharing degree and cut cost, that dictate

the importance of reuse distance on certain data.

In Table 4.2, given a shared cache line, the sharing degree denotes the average

number of tasks within a task group that share. The table reports normalized sharing

degree, so a sharing degree of 1 means on average, when a cache line is shared, it is

shared by all the tasks within a task group. In terms of locality, the sharing degree

of an application indicates the potential impact of task ordering. Specifically, a high

sharing degree means that data is shared by a large fraction of tasks. For example,

in Table 4.2a, it can be seen that for task groups that would fit in a 32 KB cache

(8 tasks per group), about 90% of the smvm tasks within a group share the same

cache line. Therefore, task ordering will have little impact on the reuse distance of

shared data. On the other hand, when the sharing degree is low, task ordering could

have a significant impact on locality. In Table 4.2b, for bprj with 32 tasks per group,

the sharing degree is 0.38, which is quite low compared to smvm. We can therefore

conjecture that bprj would be more sensitive to task ordering.

On the contrary, the cut cost in Table 4.2 denotes the sum of the edge weights

for vertices in different groups (i.e., data sharing not captured within a single task

group). Our workloads exhibited two distinct cut cost patterns: clustered sharing

and structured sharing. The relative importance of group ordering depends on this

workload pattern.

Workloads with Clustered Sharing: When a task sharing graph is drawn for

these workloads, the graph exhibits disjoint clusters of tasks, where each cluster is

comprised of a clique of tasks sharing the same data structure. For example, groups

of hj tasks share the same hash bucket, and smvm tasks the same vector region.
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Figure 4.2: Cut cost trend over different sizes of task groups. Cut costs are normalized
to fit within the interval [0, 1].

Figure 4.2 plots the cut cost trend for the workloads of this type. As can be seen,

these workloads exhibit an abrupt increase in cut cost—a knee—as we decrease the

task group sizes. For some workloads, other cache lines are sporadically shared, so

the knee is not visually striking; in such cases we determine those knees by manual

source code analysis. The sudden increase in cut cost means that the task group size

has become small enough that tasks sharing their key data structures are now being

separated into different groups. Ordering those task groups so that they execute

consecutively would increase locality.

So for these workloads, assuming we group tasks so that each task group fits in

cache (see Section 4.2.1), the importance of group ordering depends on the relative

size of the cache to the task clique. For example, we found that a task clique in hj

exhibits 128 KB footprint (where the knee exists in Figure 4.2). Therefore, on a 32

KB cache, hj would benefit from group ordering. However, on a 256 KB cache, group

ordering would be less important.

Workloads with Structured Sharing: These workloads exhibit structured,

regular sharing patterns. For example, for conv, a 2-D stencil operation, a task

shares cache lines with its nearest 4 neighbors in the 2-D task space. For these

workloads, cut cost is proportional to the number of task groups, and no knee exists.

Here, group ordering is important regardless of the cache size; but a simple ordering,
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Figure 4.3: Generating recursive task groups. Different levels of task groups are sized
to fit in a particular cache level. Colored arrows denote the group ordering determined
over those task groups.

such as positioning the consecutive task groups in the task space together, should

capture the reuse.

4.2.3 Implications of Task Size on Locality

Task size indirectly changes the relative importance of task grouping and ordering.

For example, when the working set of a single task is larger than the cache, grouping

tasks has little benefit, but ordering may help capture reuse from one task to the

next. In general, smaller tasks give the scheduler more freedom. If a programmer

breaks a large task into smaller tasks, and if the memory access pattern was originally

suboptimal, better locality may be achieved via proper grouping and ordering.

4.3 Recursive Scheduling

Until now we have assumed a single level of cache. To explore scheduling on systems

with complex cache hierarchies, we consider recursive scheduling, where the scheduling

logic can be applied to arbitrary memory hierarchies. In Section 4.4, we use this

scheduler to quantitatively explore grouping and ordering.

Since most applications exhibit multiple levels of working sets, and since cache
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hierarchies usually have multiple levels, it is logical to consider grouping and ordering

in a hierarchical fashion. Under recursive scheduling, we start from the bottommost

level; tasks are first grouped so that a task group’s working set fits in the last-level

cache, and ordering is applied over those groups. We then recursively apply this

approach to each of the task group, targeting one level up in the cache hierarchy each

time. Figure 4.3 illustrates the procedure. First, we perform grouping on the full

set of tasks to create L3 groups, each of which matches the L3 size. Next, the L3

groups are ordered. For each L3 group, we then decompose it into tasks and create

L2 groups to match the L2 size. Then the L2 groups are ordered. We proceed in this

fashion until we finally generate L1 groups, order them, and order their component

tasks. This results in a hierarchy of task groups.

Because each task group also denotes a scheduling granularity, all of the tasks in

a group get executed consecutively. In other words, a task group stays resident in its

target cache from beginning to end. The existence of a hierarchy among these task

groups guarantees that all the groups involved in executing a task stay resident in

the cache hierarchy, regardless of the number of levels.

A slight complication arises when a system has private caches or caches shared by

a subset of cores. In such a case, a set of task groups should be pre-grouped, so that

groups with high sharing are assigned to the same cache. To handle this case, recursive

scheduling performs an additional operation whenever hitting a branch in the cache

hierarchy; it first pre-groups the set of tasks according to the number of consumers

one level above, and then performs grouping for each partition. For example, in

Figure 4.3, with two L2 caches, before generating L2 groups it first divides the set

of tasks in an L3 group into 2 partitions, one for each L2 cache. It then constructs

a task sharing graph for each partition, and uses the graphs to create 2 sets of L2

groups. Each set of L2 groups is separately ordered. Due to the pre-grouping, the

task schedule generated ensures that the tasks from a set of L2 groups go to the same

L2—without this property, the group ordering would not be effective. Pre-grouping

can be done with the same graph partitioning algorithm that performs task grouping.
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Core

32 dual issue in-order x86
16-wide 512-bit SIMD extensions
Core-private 32 KB 8-way L1, 1-cycle
Core-private 256 KB 16-way L2, 14-cycles
Directory slice for L2 coherence

Interconnect
Ring topology connects L2s, directory slices,
and memory controllers

Memory 4 memory controllers, 120-cycles DRAM latency

(a) Throughput Processor Configurations

Core
32 dual issue in-order SPARC v9
Core-private 32 KB 4-way L1, 1-cycle

Tile
4 cores on tile
Tile-shared 4 MB 16-way banked L2, 10-cycles
Directory slice, memory controller, and L3 bank

L3 16 MB per bank, 1 bank per tile 16-way, 21-cycles
Interconnect 2-D flattened butterfly connects tiles
Memory 158-cycles

(b) Tiled Processor Configurations

Table 4.3: Simulated system configurations.

4.4 Evaluation of Locality-Aware Task Scheduling

We now generate recursive schedules for two specific multi-core cache hierarchies and

measure performance to quantify the impact of various scheduling decisions.

4.4.1 Experiment Settings

We simulate two different 32-core chip configurations, described in Table 4.3. The

first configuration is a throughput computing processor we refer to as Throughput

Processor. Figure 2.1 shows the configuration. Each core has a private L1 and L2,

so all the caches are private. The combined L2 capacity is 8 MB, and coherence is

maintained through a directory-based protocol. The instruction set is extended with

16-wide 512-bit SIMD instructions, and the applications have been tuned to use them.

For this configuration, we use an industrial cycle-accurate simulator that models a

commercial processor [64].

The second configuration is a tiled many-core processor we refer to as Tiled Pro-

cessor (see Figure 2.2). Each core has a private L1, and each tile has four cores and

a 4 MB L2, which is shared among the cores on the same tile. All the tiles share a

single L3 cache. We used the M5 simulator [8] coupled with the GEMS toolset [47]
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Workload
#L2 Tasks / Tasks / L1 Sharing L2 Cut L1 Cut
Grps L2 Grp L1 Grp Degree Cost Cost

hj 32 128 16 0.91 4.0E+06 7.1E+06
bprj 32 128 32 0.38 8.2E+06 8.5E+06
gjk 32 12 12 0.36 20,010 20,010
brmap 128 39 5 0.53 22,609 61,099
conv 32 33 4 0.55 10,036 27,620
mmm 512 8 1 1.00 1.3E+08 1.4E+08
smvm 32 128 8 0.90 4.2E+07 5.0E+07

Table 4.4: Task groups determined by the recursive scheduler and per group statistics.

for memory latency modeling.

Due to ISA and toolchain differences, we evaluate the Throughput Processor on

all workloads except sp from Table 4.1, and we evaluate the Tiled Processor on the

bottom four workloads.

As discussed in Section 4.1, we assume a task queue-based software task manage-

ment system [29, 54]. In particular, similar to [44, 62], one task queue exists per core,

and all the threads enter and leave each parallel section together. Task queues are

pre-populated with offline-generated schedules right before the start of each parallel

section. Within the parallel section each thread first works on those tasks enqueued

on its local queue, and when they run out, a thread tries to steal tasks from remote

queues. By supplying schedules generated from different scheduling policies we can

quantify the impact of various scheduling decisions on locality.

Since it uses a simpler cache hierarchy, we focus on the Throughput Processor

performance results first. In Section 4.4.3, we contrast the Tiled Processor results

to highlight where different memory hierarchies affect scheduling. To isolate locality

measurements from task management overheads, we use the sum of the execution time

of the tasks as our primary locality metric throughout the section. Actual overheads

could be mitigated through proposed hardware or hybrid methods [44, 41, 62].

4.4.2 Throughput Processor Performance Results

In this section, we first summarize the performance benefits of recursive scheduling.

Then we isolate the benefits of each feature of the recursive schedule. In particular, we

try to answer the following questions: (1) How much does locality-aware scheduling
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Figure 4.4: Throughput Processor performance summary. Shows the speedup over
a random schedule. For each workload, from left to right are: (1) random, (2) L1
grouping only, (3) L2 grouping only, (4) L1 and L2 grouping, (5) recursive
schedule, and (6) baseline. Baseline represents the schedule used in [44], and
(2)∼(4) use random ordering (RO) instead of MST ordering.

Workload
L1 MPKI L2 MPKI

rand recursive base rand recursive base

hj 16.05 6.63 13.74 12.64 6.61 11.36
bprj 12.93 3.29 10.35 10.16 2.72 6.91
gjk 8.35 7.55 7.31 8.10 7.39 7.16
brmap 18.66 14.97 14.53 18.48 14.60 14.48
conv 8.54 7.73 7.62 8.37 5.30 6.47
mmm 28.37 17.05 28.38 27.08 14.29 26.07
smvm 136.30 132.22 133.86 52.93 23.29 48.46

Table 4.5: Measured MPKIs over different schedules. Bold figures denote where
recursive schedule improves over baseline.

matter? (2) How much does grouping matter? (3) How much does ordering matter?

(4) How does task size affect the schedule? (5) How do single-level schedules compare?

For each workload, Table 4.4 shows the task groups determined by the recursive

scheduler for the Throughput Processor, and the corresponding statistics. In Ta-

ble 4.2, columns corresponding to L2 and L1 groups for the Throughput Processor

are also highlighted. We use this data to explain the following results.

Q1: How much does locality-aware scheduling matter?

Figure 4.4 presents the speedup of various schedules over a random schedule, mea-

sured in terms of the sum of the execution time of the tasks. A random schedule is

obtained by randomly partitioning tasks into 32 chunks, randomly ordering the tasks,

and assigning one chunk per core. We report the averages over 3 random instances.

For each workload, from left to right, different schedules activate different aspects of
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grouping and ordering, to arrive at the recursive schedule. Here we focus on the per-

formance of the recursive schedule; we explain the rest in the following sections. For

the baseline schedule, the task space is evenly partitioned into 32 chunks such that

consecutive tasks fall in the same chunk. The scheduler then assigns one chunk per

core. In fact, this implements the state-of-the-art parallel depth first (PDF) sched-

ule [18]. To exploit sequential cache locality, when a thread completes a task, PDF

assigns the task that the sequential program would have executed the earliest; this is

the baseline scheduler used in [44], and many OpenMP schedulers follow this sched-

ule [54]. Table 4.5 reports the measured misses per thousand instructions (MPKI)

for L1 and L2 caches.

The figure shows that a locality-aware schedule (i.e., from the recursive sched-

uler) improves performance significantly. On average, the speedup over the random

schedule is 1.60x, and over the baseline is 1.43x. In particular, hj, bprj, and mmm

see large speedups of 1.96x, 2.39x, and 2.00x, respectively. Table 4.5 shows that this

speedup is obtained by improving behavior at both cache levels, verifying that mul-

tiple levels of scheduling is important. conv and smvm also see significant speedups

of 1.32x and 1.65x, respectively, from improved L2 behavior.

While gjk and brmap are fairly memory intensive (judging from their MPKIs),

they see little benefit from locality-aware scheduling. These workloads have simple

locality patterns that the baseline schedule is able to capture—grouping consecutive

tasks captures most of the locality.

We now compare the energy consumption of different schedules. Specifically, we

compute the energy for the part of the memory hierarchy beyond the L1s, which

includes the L2s, ring network, and memory. For each schedule we measured the

total L2 accesses, network hops, and memory accesses, and used the model from [33]

to derive energy. Figure 4.5 shows the results. For each workload, the first 3 pairs of

bars show activity counts—L2 cache accesses, on-die interconnect network hops, and

off-chip memory accesses—and the last pair of bars shows the energy consumption.

The results are normalized to that of the random schedule.

As expected, the locality-aware schedule significantly reduces all three activity

counts to significantly reduce energy consumption: On average, the recursive schedule
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Figure 4.5: Energy consumption and activity counts of the memory hierarchy beyond
the L1 caches for various schedules. C, N, and M denote activity counts for L2 cache
accesses, network hops, and memory accesses, respectively. E denotes the energy
consumption computed from the model [33]. All results are normalized to that of the
random schedule.

reduces energy consumption by 55% relative to the random schedule, and 47% relative

to the baseline. The recursive scheduler reduces L2 accesses by reducing the L1 miss

rate (see Table 4.5), and likewise decreases on-die network and main memory activity

by reducing the L2 miss rate. This result shows that locality-aware scheduling, or

placing computation near the caches where data already resides, could be a viable

alternative to reducing energy through migrating data [34, 33] to the caches near the

cores performing the computation.

Q2: How much does grouping matter?

Recursive scheduling provides benefits through both grouping and ordering. Here,

we isolate the benefits of grouping by disabling the ordering and pre-grouping parts

of the recursive scheduler. We also isolate the benefits of the two levels of grouping

by disabling one of the two levels at a time. Figure 4.4 shows the impact of various

grouping policies.

Compared to a random schedule, performing both L1 and L2 grouping with ran-

dom ordering—a recursive grouping—provides 1.52x average speedup, capturing most

of the benefits of the full recursive schedule (1.60x). This indicates that grouping cap-

tures significant locality, and that ordering provides limited additional benefit once

recursive grouping is done.

Due to its private-only cache hierarchy, on the Throughput Processor, applying

only a single level of grouping can capture much of the locality benefits of recursive
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Figure 4.6: Workload sensitivity to task, L1 group, and L2 group ordering. For each
workload, speedup is against the case where both L1 and L2 grouping are performed,
but random task and group ordering are used.

grouping: L1 grouping with random ordering (L1 + RO) or L2 grouping with ran-

dom ordering (L2 + RO) provides 1.36x and 1.49x average speedup, respectively.

However, recursive grouping helps when different applications favor different levels.

Q3: How much does ordering matter?

Here we first consider ordering alone, and then when it can provide additional

benefits over grouping.

In a separate experiment, we applied MST ordering to each of the 32 task chunks

generated by the baseline schedule. This gave a 1.26x average speedup over ran-

dom. Although not as large as the benefit from recursive grouping alone, this is

substantial—it just turns out that METIS, especially when used recursively, is more

effective than MST at capturing locality on this processor.

In Figure 4.4, comparing the performance of L1 and L2 grouping with random

ordering (L1 & L2 + RO) against that of the recursive schedule shows that three

workloads see significant benefits from additional ordering: The recursive schedule

provides 1.07x, 1.17x, and 1.12x speedup on bprj, conv, and mmm, respectively,

over L1 and L2 grouping with random ordering.

Figure 4.6 shows bprj, mmm, and conv sensitivity to task, L1 group, and L2

group ordering. As can be seen, bprj benefits from task ordering. mmm and conv

on the other hand, benefit from ordering L2 groups. L1 group ordering, however, is

not as effective.

bprj benefits from task ordering because it has a first level working set that

is slightly larger than expected (due to stack data), and a low sharing degree (see
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Table 4.4). With task ordering, the L1 MPKI for bprj reduces from 4.97 to 2.27, while

the L2 MPKI reduces from 2.37 to 1.90. mmm is a clustered sharing workload—its

task groups exhibit affinity for a small number of other groups (see Section 4.2.2). It

also has high L2 cut cost (see Table 4.4) meaning the affinity between L2 groups is

very strong. Thus, it benefits from ordering L2 groups. conv is a structured sharing

workload—its task groups exhibit stencil-like affinity. It thus benefits from ordering

L2 groups, as well.

Q4: How does task size affect the schedule?

For regular, grid-based workloads such as mmm and conv, task size can be easily

adjusted by changing blocking parameters. For mmm, a single task actually overflows

an L1. We shrink each mmm task so that a dozen tasks can fit in a single L1 group.

Likewise, we make each conv task smaller so that it fits in an L1. Figure 4.6 shows

that the sensitivity to L2 ordering reduces for small tasks (we label the modified

versions of workloads with small task). Notice that the workloads perform the same

computation, regardless of the task size; hence, the locality to be captured should

remain the same. The task size alters at which cache level the locality is captured.

Also, as discussed in Section 4.2.3, task size can affect performance by changing

the scheduler’s freedom to exploit locality. For the experiment above, we noticed

that the performance improvement of recursive scheduling over random increased

from 2.00x to 3.08x as we decreased mmm task size. Since a task group amounts to

a scheduler-determined optimal task size, users should express their tasks in the finest

granularity possible to maximize scheduling freedom. Task scheduling overheads may

limit task granularity, but these overheads may be reduced by previously proposed

hardware and hybrid methods [44, 41, 62].

Q5: How do single-level schedules compare?

A single-level schedule denotes performing grouping and ordering at a single level

only: L1 or L2-sized task groups with MST task ordering, but random ordering across

groups. Figure 4.7 compares the performance of L1 single-level and L2 single-level

schedules against recursive scheduling. Overall, the recursive schedule provides the

best performance. Further, for conv and mmm, neither single-level schedule alone

matches the performance of the recursive schedule. For the other workloads, an L2
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Figure 4.7: Single-level schedule performance. Speedup is over random schedule.
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Figure 4.8: Tiled Processor performance summary. Shows the speedup over a random
schedule. For each workload, from left to right are: (1) random, (2) L1 grouping
only, (3) L2 grouping only, (4) L1 and L2 grouping, (5) recursive schedule,
and (6) baseline. Baseline represents the schedule used in [44], and (2)∼(4) use
random ordering (RO) instead of MST ordering.

single-level schedule is on par with the recursive schedule.

4.4.3 Tiled Processor Performance Results

We ported conv, mmm, smvm, and sp to the Tiled Processor4, and conducted

the same set of experiments described in the previous section. In this section we

highlight the results that show where different cache hierarchies affect the locality-

aware schedule.

Figure 4.8 summarizes the performance results on the Tiled Processor. Similar to

the case of the Throughput Processor, the recursive schedule brings about a significant

speedup: On average, the speedup over the random schedule is 1.40x, and over the

baseline is 1.35x. This verifies that the recursive schedule effectively exploits locality

4Vector instructions were replaced by scalar loops.
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on shared-cache organizations as well.

However, the presence of shared caches alters the relative importance of grouping

and ordering. Similar to Figure 4.4, Figure 4.8 compares the performance of different

grouping schemes to a random schedule. In contrast to the Throughput Processor case

where a single-level L2 grouping with random ordering (L2 + RO) provided most of

the grouping benefits, for the Tiled Processor neither L1 nor L2 single-level grouping

(i.e., L1 + RO and L2 + RO) provides performance close to recursive grouping.

With a complex shared cache organization, matching the task group hierarchy to the

cache hierarchy becomes more important.

In the same figure, comparing the performance of L1 and L2 grouping with random

ordering (L1 & L2 + RO) against the recursive schedule also reveals that the

additional performance improvement from ordering on top of grouping has diminished.

In particular, conv and mmm, which exhibited some sensitivity to ordering on the

Throughput Processor, now barely benefit from ordering. This can be attributed to

the increased importance on grouping; recursive grouping amounts to applying coarse

ordering over smaller task groups, limiting the benefits of additional ordering.

As on the Throughput Processor, the benefits of ordering alone (i.e., applying

MST to each of the chunks generated from the baseline schedule) were significant,

but smaller than grouping alone (L1 & L2 + RO): 1.15x speedup over random,

compared to 1.37x.

4.4.4 Conclusions

Locality-aware scheduling gives significant performance and energy benefits on real

workloads. Recursive grouping alone captures most of the locality, but for some work-

loads, ordering can capture additional locality. Meanwhile, task size affects locality

by changing the relative importance of grouping and ordering at each cache level. We

also saw that recursive scheduling can exploit locality for both private and shared

cache hierarchies. The exact degree of improvements, however, is determined by the

interaction between the workload and the underlying cache hierarchy.
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4.5 Implications for Practical Locality-Aware Task

Scheduling

All features of the recursive scheduling can provide significant benefits—recursive

grouping to fit the cache hierarchy, task ordering, and group ordering.

However, implementing these features in a practical setting requires a significant

amount of application information that is non-trivial to obtain: the amount of shar-

ing between all pairs of tasks, task working set sizes, and task sizes (i.e., dynamic

instruction count). Further, a real-world locality-aware task manager must ensure its

runtime overheads are smaller than its achieved reduction in task execution time; or

a locality-oblivious task manager will be faster. We also expect the direct software

implementations of the grouping and ordering algorithms (i.e., METIS and MST) to

be too slow.

Therefore, we now propose a set of simplifications to the recursive scheduling

based on (1) which features are most effective, and (2) what application information

can be obtained or effectively approximated.

Simplification 1: Use a single level of grouping. Our earlier analysis showed

that the most effective technique for capturing locality is task grouping. While recur-

sive grouping is particularly effective, we demonstrated that a single level of grouping

is almost as good if we also perform ordering (see Figure 4.7). Further, if we only

perform a single level of grouping, we can eliminate the need for working set size in-

formation (e.g., just create as many groups as threads). Finally, the runtime overhead

of a single level of grouping is lower since recursive grouping has runtime overhead

that is linear in terms of the number of cache levels.

Simplification 2: Create groups with equal number of tasks. Although

creating task groups with equal amount of work helps to reduce load imbalance, this

requires individual task size information. Instead, an alternative is to create groups

with equal number of tasks. For those workloads whose task sizes are about the same,

this approximation will create task groups with similar amounts of work. For the

other, less regular workloads, stealing should be able to balance load—albeit with

some loss in locality.
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Simplification 3: Use a compact form of sharing information. To perform

grouping and ordering, it is necessary to obtain the sharing information between all

pairs of tasks. Earlier, we extracted this information from the read and write sets of

each task. Collecting the full task read and write sets, however, is not practical.

As we will demonstrate later, for workloads with regular access patterns, we can

represent the data touched by each task and the sharing between tasks in a much

more compact form. For workloads with irregular access patterns, we could instead

collect a hashed version of the read and write sets—referred to in some recent work

as signatures [14, 76, 48]. These signatures could be provided by the software, or

could be automatically collected with some hardware support. We can then extract

approximate sharing between tasks using signature distance computations.

Simplification 4: Create more task groups than threads, and use that

as coarse-grain ordering. If we only use single level of grouping, ordering will

become important. However, in the general case, ordering tasks for each group may

be expensive. An alternative is to create more task groups than threads, and use that

as a form of coarse-grained task ordering. While this approach could be less effective,

it should be considerably cheaper.

Following these simplifications, in the next chapter we discuss the design details

of practical task managers.



Chapter 5

Pattern-Based Task Managers

In this chapter, we apply the insights obtained from the graph-based framework to

develop a new class of practical, locality-aware task managers. By leveraging the

workload sharing pattern and a simple locality hint, locality-aware schedules can be

generated at low costs. We also show that the performance of such schedules are

comparable to that of recursive scheduling.

5.1 Methodology Overview

To provide generality to our approach, we first start by collecting workloads that

cover a broad parallel workload taxonomy, the Berkeley Dwarfs [4]. The taxonomy

classifies a wide range of parallel applications based on their similarity in computation

and data movement.

We then analyze each workload’s shared data access pattern by using three com-

ponents: task space, data space, and mapping function (Figure 5.1). The task space

represents the set of task indices that comprise a parallel section—each task corre-

sponds to a unique, possibly multidimensional index. The data space represents the

virtual address space used by shared data. The mapping function then maps each

task index to its set of (important) shared data accesses.

Through this analysis, we identify three common sharing patterns, and the need

for a locality hint to efficiently capture locality. Figure 5.2 shows a taxonomy of
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Figure 5.2: Workload taxonomy based on sharing patterns.

workload sharing patterns, showing that the three patterns we identify cover a wide

range of possible task space, data space, and mapping function combinations.

In particular, linear-mapping workloads operate on regular, grid-based data struc-

tures, such as BLAS kernels and stencil-based computations. For this category of

workloads, the data space is quite regular, so the task-to-data mapping is typically a

linear function of the task index. Here, vicinity in task space readily translates into

locality in data space, so a locality-aware schedule can be generated by partitioning

the task space. However, to determine the best shape of each partition, we need to

know the relative amount of sharing done in each direction in task space—we refer

to this information as locality hint.

Non-linear mapping workloads also operate on regular data structures, but the

mapping function is non-linear or complex. Therefore, vicinity in task space no longer

implies data locality. To capture locality, we need the mapping function itself as a
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locality hint, so that the data space can be partitioned.

Random mapping workloads operate on regular or irregular data structures, typ-

ically in an input-dependent fashion. As a result, a task’s index and the data it

touches show little correlation. To capture locality for these workloads, we need the

explicit information as to which data each task touches as the locality hint.

We then leverage the sharing patterns and locality hints to develop a practical

locality-aware task manager. It requires minimal user input: For each parallel sec-

tion, an application simply indicates which sharing pattern the section uses, and also

provides a locality hint. The manager then transparently employs a different task

management policy for each of the patterns to generate a schedule that captures sig-

nificant locality. More importantly, our task manager results in minimal disruption

to the programming model itself: It merely extends the existing task-parallel API to

allow an application to convey a small amount of locality information. This approach

alleviates users from performing manual scheduling, and can be easily integrated with

many programming models.

5.2 Workload Sharing Patterns

We now start our exploration of practical locality-aware task management by ex-

amining a broad set of representative parallel applications. Specifically, we collect

workloads covering all the categories of the well-known Berkeley parallel workload

taxonomy [4]. Based on their similarity in computation and data movement, the tax-

onomy classifies parallel workloads into 13 categories1. Table 5.1 shows the collected

workloads and their corresponding category.

From the high performance computing domain, mmm performs 3-D blocking

matrix to matrix multiplication, and smvm multiplies a sparse matrix with a vector.

1We removed 3 categories from our analysis. We dropped the Finite State Machine category
since it is inherently sequential. For Backtrack / Branch+Bound workloads, the size of the exam-
ined solution space depends on the order of task execution, which makes it difficult to discern the
improvements from locality-aware scheduling. The ep benchmark, which [4] elects as the repre-
sentative workload for the MapReduce category, only exhibits global sharing. Locality for other
MapReduce workloads can be exploited using the methodology described in Chapter 3.
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Workload Origin Category Sharing Pattern Task Size #tasks

bt NPB
Dense Linear Algebra

Linear Mapping 10,204 2,408
mmm In-house Linear Mapping 12,962 32,768
conv In-house Linear Mapping 17,637 16,384
cg NPB

Sparse Linear Algebra
Random Mapping 684 1,400

smvm In-house Random Mapping 3,383 4,096
ft NPB Spectral Methods Non-Linear Mapping 19,393 4,096
barnes SPLASH-2 [75] N-Body Methods Non-Linear Mapping 6,116 2,048
sp NPB

Structured Grids
Linear Mapping 5,956 1,156

bprj In-house Non-Linear Mapping 3,696 4,096
mg NPB Linear Mapping 3,201 4,096
sph PARSEC [7] Unstructured Grids Linear Mapping 5,218 1,024
md6 In-house Combinational Logic Producer-Consumer – –
semphy MineBench [49] Graph Traversal Producer-Consumer – –
nw Rodinia [17] Dynamic Programming Producer-Consumer – –
sphinx ALPBench [46] Graphical Models Random Mapping 733 341

Table 5.1: Workload sharing pattern analysis. For each workload, we denote its
origin, category [4], and dominant sharing pattern. For those workloads used in our
performance evaluation (see Section 5.4), we also report average task size (in dynamic
instructions) and the number of tasks in the dominant parallel section. smvm stats
are based on pt4096 (see Section 5.4.4).

Then we have a set of solver implementations: bt and sp are PDE solvers that

apply block tridiagonal and scalar pentadiagonal algorithms, respectively. In a sim-

ilar fashion, cg is a conjugate gradient-based linear equation solver, and mg applies

multigrid method to a Poisson equation.

We also have visual and audio processing workloads. In particular, conv performs

a 5x5 filter convolution on an image, bprj reconstructs a 2-D image by backprojecting

a 3-D space, and ft applies Fast Fourier transform on the input data. sphinx, on the

other hand, performs hidden Markov model-based speech recognition.

barnes and sph are physics simulation workloads, where barnes implements the

Barnes-Hut n-body simulation, and sph applies smoothed-particle hydrodynamics

over a set of particles (fluidanimate [7]).

semphy, which performs phylogenetic tree-based structure learning, and nw,

which performs Needleman-Wunsch sequence alignment, can be classified as data

mining workloads. md6 is a parallel implementation of MD6 secure hash.

Our workloads were originally written in C / C++, and parallelized using Pthreads

or OpenMP. We ported the workloads to utilize our task queue library instead (see
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Section 5.4). Notice that the applications are not necessarily tied to a specific algo-

rithm class, such as cache-oblivious [28] or recursive decomposition.

For these workloads, same as in Chapter 4, all the tasks are independent (i.e.,

available at the beginning of each parallel section and can be executed in parallel),

and their execution order does not affect the computation result. While our analysis

(and our resulting task manager) will therefore exclude tasks with control dependen-

cies, such parallel sections (1) can be reformulated as a series of control-independent

parallel sections, or (2) can be scheduled by casting control dependencies as data

dependencies (see Chapter 3).

Moreover, we focus our analysis on within-parallel section locality. While cross-

parallel section locality existed, the workloads were written in a bulk synchronous

parallel (BSP) fashion, where one parallel section is executed in full before the next is

started. This basically flushes out the cache, making it hard to exploit locality across

parallel sections2.

Lastly, for some workloads, we noticed that parallel sections repeatedly execute

(e.g., inside a loop) using the same task space, data space, and mapping function,

but with different data values. A task manager could potentially generate a schedule

once for such a section, and reuse the schedule over multiple iterations to amortize

the scheduling overhead.

Examining the table, we see that a few data sharing patterns cover all of our

workloads. Using examples from the workloads, we now describe these patterns.

5.2.1 Linear Mapping Workloads

Linear mapping workloads operate on arrays (1-D, 2-D, etc.) in a regular fashion.

Examples are BLAS kernels and stencil-based computations, such as many image

processing operations. Listings 5.1 and 5.2 show the task functions of mmm and

mg, respectively. The code has been abbreviated for clarity.

2Our producer-consumer locality workloads belong to this category. To efficiently exploit local-
ity, these workloads should be restructured using the programming models that explicitly support
pipeline parallelism [66]. However, since our goal was to augment the programming model with
locality hints while keeping the user code intact, we dropped these workloads from further analysis.
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void mmm task ( int i , int j , int k ) {
i ∗= i 2 d ; j ∗= j 2d ; k ∗= k 2d ;

while ( k < k max ) {
while ( i < i max ) {

// Compute sub−matrix mu l t i p l i c a t i o n
// C[ i ] [ j ] += A[ i ] [ k ] ∗ B[ k ] [ j ]
i += i 1 d ;

}
k += k 1d ;

}
}

Listing 5.1: mmm task function.

void mg task ( int i , int j ) {
double u1 [M] ;

for ( int k = 0 ; k < k max ; k++) {
u1 [ k ] = u [ i ] [ j − 1 ] [ k ] + u [ i ] [ j + 1 ] [ k ] +

u [ i − 1 ] [ j ] [ k ] + u [ i + 1 ] [ j ] [ k ] ;
}

}

Listing 5.2: mg task function.

mmm performs matrix-to-matrix multiplication, utilizing cache blocking for the

two input arrays and the output array; this leads to a 3-D task space. In Listing 5.1,

task indices i, j, and k denote the block index in the X, Y, and Z task dimensions, re-

spectively. A task operates on portions of the shared matrices A, B, and C, according

to its task indices multiplied by some constants.

On the contrary, mg performs a 2-D stencil operation on a 3-D array. A task

(Listing 5.2) with indices i and j computes the result for a 1-D strip of the output

array by accessing the corresponding strip of the shared input array, u, along with

the Manhattan adjacent neighbors’ strips.

These examples illustrate that linear mapping workloads access shared data struc-

tures according to a linear transformation (or more precisely, an affine transforma-

tion) of their task indices. Thus, vicinity in task space translates into locality in

data space. Locality can therefore be captured by partitioning the task space so that

adjacent tasks are scheduled on the same thread.

However, to best partition the task space, a task manager needs to determine the
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void b p r j t a s k ( int i , int j , int k ) {
// Perform coord inate trans format ion
f loat tmp0 = c00 ∗ i + c01 ∗ j + c02 ∗ k + c03 ;
f loat tmp1 = c10 ∗ i + c11 ∗ j + c12 ∗ k + c13 ;
f loat tmp2 = c20 ∗ i + c21 ∗ j + c22 ∗ k + c23 ;

// Obtain array index
int index1 = round ( tmp1 / tmp2) ∗ WinYs +

round ( tmp0 / tmp2 ) ;
f loat va l = Raw[ index1 ] ;

}

Listing 5.3: bprj task function.

void barne s ta sk ( int i ) {
bodyptr ∗p = &btab [ i ] ;
long xp [NDIM] = intcoo rd (∗p ) , k idIndex = 0 ;

// mask i s power o f two
for ( int k = 0 ; k < NDIM; k++) {

i f ( xp [ k ] & mask) kidIndex |= 1 << k ;
}

}

Listing 5.4: barnes task function.

right shape of a task partition. For example, in mmm, it would be beneficial to shape

a partition so that the total number of matrix elements reused within each partition

is maximized. This, in turn, depends on how many elements are shared when the

task index is incremented in each dimension in the task space. Likewise, for mg, the

equal amount of sharing in both dimensions of the task space suggests that the best

partition shape is square. To summarize, the shape of a task partition that maximizes

locality depends on the directional sharing information.

5.2.2 Non-Linear Mapping Workloads

Non-linear mapping workloads operate on regular data structures in a deterministic,

but irregular fashion. Example workloads that fit this pattern are bprj and barnes.

Listing 5.3 shows the task function for bprj. In the code, task indices i, j, and k go

through a coordinate transformation, and the new coordinates are divided to obtain

an offset into the shared image, Raw.

The task function for barnes is shown in Listing 5.4. Here, a task is assigned a
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Figure 5.3: Sparse matrices used for smvm. Black points represent non-zero values.
The resolution has been adjusted so that a dot roughly amounts to a cache line.
Image credit [50].

particle, and the coordinate of the particle, xp, is transformed into a subtree index,

kidIndex, through bit sampling. The task then traverses the subtree at kidIndex

to insert the particle.

To exploit locality, tasks that access the same address range or those that traverse

the same subtree should be scheduled together. However, since the division and bit

sampling operation are inherently non-linear, a contiguous partition in the task space

will not result in such a schedule. Instead, we need to partition the data space. So

for non-linear mapping workloads, we need the mapping function itself—for bprj,

for example, given the task indices i, j, and k, the mapping function will return

index1; likewise, given the task index i, the barnes mapping function will return

kidIndex. With these mapping functions, we can capture data locality by evaluating

the function for each task, and grouping together the tasks with the same value.

5.2.3 Random Mapping Workloads

Random mapping workloads access data structures in unpredictable ways, such as

through input-dependent indirection. These workloads exhibit little correlation be-

tween the task index and data addresses touched. smvm is an example random

mapping workload. Figure 5.3 visualizes the input sparse matrices used for smvm.

In smvm, a task multiplies a single row of a sparse matrix with a dense vector—

only non-zero elements of the matrix are multiplied by their corresponding vector
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elements. Each task thus touches the elements of the shared input vector according

to the fill pattern, or the set of non-zero elements, of an input matrix row. The fill

pattern is input-dependent, and in general cannot be reliably predicted.

To capture locality for random mapping workloads, the scheduler needs to know

the data addresses each task touches, and should group together tasks with many

overlapping addresses. For example, in smvm, we should schedule together tasks

that have similar fill patterns. A straightforward way to generate a locality-aware

schedule is to cluster tasks according to their data addresses, but this approach is

very expensive. In Section 5.3.3, we describe an affordable approach that relies on

hashing to reduce scheduling costs.

5.3 Task Manager Designs

We now try to approximate recursive scheduling with minimal application informa-

tion, and with fast scheduling schemes. The resulting lightweight task manager can

handle multiple data sharing patterns, but requires minimal user involvement. Its

APIs can be easily integrated with many programming models.

In Section 5.2, we showed how different workload sharing patterns can be char-

acterized by their mapping functions from task index to data touched. To generate

a locality-aware schedule, however, what we actually need is the inverse mapping

function f−1: Given a data region, which tasks share that data? We can construct a

locality-aware schedule by grouping such tasks. Unfortunately, the inverse mapping

function is not present in our workloads, or is hard to express in a concise form.

Therefore, our key challenge is to efficiently approximate this inverse mapping func-

tion. As suggested by our sharing pattern analysis, we find that this approximation

can be aided with pattern-specific locality hints; thus, our task manager implements

separate policies for each sharing pattern.

Once the inverse mapping function has been approximated, dynamically generated

tasks could also be scheduled by reusing the learned structure. For parallel sections

where tasks share more than one region of data, multiple inverse mapping functions

could be applied in an iterative fashion to gradually subgroup tasks.
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Sharing
Pattern

Task Man-
ager Policy

API

Linear
Mapping
(Sec. 5.2.1)

Flux-Based
(Sec. 5.3.1)

// Set shar ing vec to r
void LMFlux SetSharingVec ( int x , int y , int z ) ;
// Approximate shar ing vec tor ( Sec t ion 5 .5)
void LMFlux ApproxSharingVec (void ) ;

Non-Linear
Mapping
(Sec. 5.2.2)

Binning-Based
(Sec. 5.3.2)

// Set mapping func t i on
typedef void ∗(∗MappingFn3D) ( int , int , int ) ;
void LMBin SetMappingFn (MappingFn3D fn , void ∗min , void ∗max ) ;

Random
Mapping
(Sec. 5.2.3)

Signature-
Based
(Sec. 5.3.3)

// Set s i gna tu re array
typedef char s i g t [SIGNATURE BYTES ] ;
void LMSig SetSigArray ( const s i g t ∗ s i g a r r a y ) ;
// Set hardware monitor ( Sec t ion 5 .5)
void LMSig SetMonitor (void ∗base , s i z e t range ) ;

Table 5.2: Workload sharing patterns, task manager policies, and APIs. The API
functions convey both the sharing pattern and the locality hint.

// Spec i f y the shar ing pa t t e rn and l o c a l i t y h in t
LMFlux SetSharingVec ( w x , w y , w z ) ;

// Spec i f y the p a r a l l e l s e c t i on
taskQEnqueue ( taskfn , num dims , s i z e a r r ) ;

// Execute the p a r a l l e l s e c t i on in p a r a l l e l
taskQWait ( ) ;

Listing 5.5: Task manager API usage example.

In the rest of the section we describe our task management policies, focusing on

how they perform task grouping and ordering. For all the policies, we assume that

we have no knowledge of the amount of work in each task—we balance load by trying

to schedule an equal number of tasks on each thread. Similarly, we try to enforce

task ordering when it is cheap; but if not, we try to approximate ordering with the

coarse-grain ordering implemented by generating many task groups. Table 5.2 lists

the sharing patterns, the policies, and the corresponding task manager APIs. Notice

that in the table, as we move from top to bottom, we increase the burden on the

programmer. But in return, the policy becomes more general.

5.3.1 Flux-Based Task Management

For workloads with linear mapping functions, we propose a flux-based policy. As

described earlier, for this sharing pattern, tasks that share data are neighbors in
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Figure 5.5: Effect of surface flux reduction on mmm partition shape. The Y direction
has maximum sharing.

task space (see Section 5.2.1). Therefore, the inverse mapping function need not be

explicitly approximated, and we directly partition the task space. We determine the

best shape of a partition using the directional sharing information.

API: To obtain the sharing information, we rely on the regular nature of the

sharing pattern and a simple software hint. For example, Figure 5.4 shows the 3-

D blocking performed in mmm, where each task accesses blocks of matrices A, B,

and C to compute C += A * B. The figure shows that consecutive tasks in the

X task dimension reuse block Y * block Z = 2 * 32 = 64 cache lines of matrix

A. Likewise, consecutive tasks in the Y direction reuse 256 lines, etc. We concisely

express such sharing as a sharing vector, indicating the number of cache lines shared
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for consecutive tasks in each direction in task space3. For this example, the sharing

vector is (64, 256, 16). This information can be provided by a programmer, a compiler,

or a hardware monitoring scheme.

Listing 5.5 shows the API usage example. The sharing vector is conveyed to the

task manager through LMFlux SetSharingVec() (see Table 5.2). By comparing

the code with Listing 4.1, we can see that the code for the parallel section itself need

not change. The locality APIs do not affect application correctness.

Given the sharing vector and task space (i.e., number of dimensions and size in

each dimension), the task manager performs grouping and ordering as follows.

Grouping: Our scheduler evenly partitions the task space into as many task

groups as there are threads. The shape of each partition is determined so that the

surface flux of the partition is minimized. For example, when the task space is 3-D,

and the sharing vector is given as S = (a, b, c), the surface flux of a partition with

dimensions G = (x, y, z) will be F = 2(ayz+bxz+cxy). Mathematically, this amounts

to an outer product of two vectors, and can be generalized to arbitrary dimensions.

The sharing vector actually represents the edge weights in a task sharing graph

(i.e., (64, 256, 16) matches the weights in Figure 4.1). Hence, minimizing the surface

flux amounts to minimizing the cut cost in the graph. Figure 5.5 shows that as we

reduce surface flux, the shape of an mmm task partition is elongated along the Y

direction, the direction with the highest sharing vector weight, thus increasing the

sharing within each task group.

Since the resulting task group is a multidimensional block, instead of explicitly

storing each individual task index, we can compactly store the range of task indices

assigned to each task queue.

Ordering: Once the manager determines the shape of a partition, it applies

raster-scan ordering to each partition. The scheduler starts each partition at the task

with minimum X, Y, and Z coordinates, and proceeds along the maximum sharing

dimension (e.g., Y for mmm). Once it hits the end of the partition, the scheduler

increments the index in the next most shared dimension (e.g., X for mmm), and

3Sharing vector may denote the number of elements shared, instead. We use cache lines in this
example to show their correspondence to edge weights in a task sharing graph (see Section 4.2).
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void ∗bprj mapping ( int i , int j , int k ) {
f loat tmp0 = c00 ∗ i + c01 ∗ j + c02 ∗ k + c03 ;
f loat tmp1 = c10 ∗ i + c11 ∗ j + c12 ∗ k + c13 ;
f loat tmp2 = c20 ∗ i + c21 ∗ j + c22 ∗ k + c23 ;

i n t p t r t index1 = round ( tmp1 / tmp2) ∗ WinYs +
round ( tmp0 / tmp2 ) ;

return (void ∗) index1 ;
}

Listing 5.6: Example mapping function for bprj.

starts over in the maximum sharing dimension. This process is repeatedly applied

across all dimensions as in a conventional nested ‘for’ loop, to order the full set of

tasks in a task group. Notice that the manager can generate this order very cheaply

and implicitly—it only stores the sorted task dimension order.

5.3.2 Binning-Based Task Management

For workloads with non-linear mapping functions, we propose a binning-based policy.

For these workloads, a straightforward partitioning of task space may not capture data

locality. Instead, we explicitly construct the inverse mapping function by evaluating

the mapping function for each task, and then partitioning the data space—more

precisely, we partition the image of the mapping function.

API: The programmer or compiler conveys the image of the mapping function

through LMBin SetMappingFn() (see Table 5.2), which takes (1) the mapping

function and (2) its minimum and maximum values as arguments. The latter are

necessary so that the task manager can pre-generate some data structures. Listing 5.6

shows an example mapping function for bprj. The task manager also obtains the

dimensions of the task space through the baseline task-parallel programming API.

Grouping: Our scheduler performs grouping by evenly dividing the mapping

function image and making each partition (i.e., a bin) a task group. To assign tasks

to bins, the scheduler evaluates the mapping function for each task in parallel, and

assigns the task according to its return value. Since these bins amount to a quantized

approximation of the inverse mapping function, using more bins gives more accurate
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approximation, resulting in improved locality for each group. Finally, our scheduler

assigns an equal number of bins to each thread, assuming that the mapping function

evenly covers its image.

Ordering: Under this policy, the scheduler does not explicitly order tasks, but

instead relies on task grouping as a form of coarse-grain ordering. We create more

task groups than there are threads to emulate the effect of task ordering; we find that

four times as many groups as there are threads is sufficient. The alternative to this

approach would be to sort the tasks in each bin, but it can be costly, and may not

actually help. Depending on the workload, the mapping function may return an index

into an array (see Listing 5.3), or an index of a shared structure (see Listing 5.4). If

the latter, sorting may not reduce reuse distance.

5.3.3 Signature-Based Task Management

For random mapping workloads, we propose using a signature-based policy that groups

tasks based on the inverse mapping function. Since this function cannot be concisely

represented for these workloads, we rely on the programmer, compiler, or hardware

to provide the explicit inverse mapping in the form of task signatures.

API: In addition to the task space dimensions, the task manager takes a task

signature for each task. A task’s signature is a hashed, bit vector representation of

the data addresses that it touches [14, 48, 76]. For example, for smvm, a programmer

may convert the matrix fill patterns into an array of signatures. The information is

conveyed to the task manager through LMSig SetSigArray() (see Table 5.2).

Grouping: Since each bit in a signature amounts to a region of memory, we

can capture locality by clustering tasks with similar bit-patterned signatures. Since

we are performing online task scheduling, however, we cannot afford a conventional

clustering algorithm that uses pairwise distance calculations (O(n2), n = # of tasks).

Fortunately, we can perform O(n) clustering through probabilistic measures.

Specifically, we use locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) [36] to perform clustering.
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Simply put, LSH is a set of hash functions H, s.t.,

if ||x− y|| ≤ R then PrH [h(x) = h(y)] ≥ p1,

if ||x− y|| ≥ cR then PrH [h(x) = h(y)] ≤ p2.

For an LSH to be useful, it has to satisfy p1 > p2. That is, if two bit strings x and

y are similar, the probability that they will be hashed to the same value should be

high. And if they are dissimilar, the probability for them to end up in the same hash

bucket should be low.

Different families of LSHs exist for different distance metrics. Thus, we must first

choose a distance metric between two signatures.

The most straightforward metric is the Hamming distance, as used in [39]. Be-

tween two binary strings, the Hamming distance is the number of substitutions re-

quired to change one string into the other. For example, for bit strings 01110 and

01101, the Hamming distance would be 2. Intuitively, the smaller the distance, the

more the two strings will resemble each other. However, we find that Hamming dis-

tance does not accurately capture the reuse of memory blocks (i.e., overlapping 1s in

signatures). Continuing with the previous example, the Hamming distance for two

bit strings 01110 and 11111 is also two, but they share three 1s, instead of two.

To better reflect the reuse of memory blocks, and also the total number of memory

blocks accessed by a pair of tasks, we use Jaccard distance. The Jaccard similarity

coefficient is defined as

J(A,B) =
|A ∩B|
|A ∪B|

,

which ranges from 0 (no 1s shared) to 1 (all 1s shared). The Jaccard similarity

correctly shows that 01110 and 11111 share more (similarity = 0.6) than 01110

and 01101 (similarity = 0.4). Jaccard distance is defined as 1− J(A,B).

For the Jaccard distance, the LSH is called MinHash [13]. To compute MinHash

values for bit strings, we first pick a random permutation of bit positions. Then for

each bit string, the index of the first 1 under the permutation becomes the MinHash

value for the string. For example, under a random bit permutation [3, 1, 4, 2, 0],

MinHash(01110) = 3, and MinHash(01101) = 1. Grouping bit strings with the same
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MinHash value will result in clusters of bit strings with high Jaccard similarity4.

To increase the quality of the clustering, typically a couple of random permuta-

tions are chosen, and multiple MinHash values are used. However, we see sufficiently

good clustering even when we do not permute signatures. For example, in Figure 5.3,

consider the leading non-zero position for each row in the matrices and how it corre-

lates with the data accessed in that row. Hence, we use the leading one position of a

signature as its MinHash value.

Computing this MinHash can be very efficient. Some architectures (e.g., x86 SSE,

SPARC, Alpha) provide instructions to count leading zeros, which allow us to obtain

the leading one position from a bit vector at low cost. Moreover, we could further

specialize the task manager for some key data structures such as sparse matrices—a

very common representation of sparse matrices, CSR, explicitly stores the index of

the leading non-zero for each row (we do not perform this specialization here).

To summarize, our scheduler groups together tasks with the same leading one

position in their signatures. Similar to our binning-based policy, a range of leading

one positions works as a bin. Notice that this process again amounts to a quantized

approximation of the inverse mapping function. However, due to the generality of this

policy, we do not assume that each leading one position will have an equal number of

tasks. Thus, our scheduler uses an optional step to better balance load: It computes

a histogram of the tasks with each leading one position, and uses that histogram to

determine the ranges of positions with roughly equal numbers of tasks.

Ordering: Our scheduler uses the same ordering strategy here as it does for

the binning-based policy: It applies coarse-grained ordering by generating more task

groups than threads (using the same 4x rule). The alternative of sorting the signatures

is even more expensive than the binning-based policy, especially when we sort by

Jaccard distance (O(n2)).

4As a side note, this clustering algorithm was used for AltaVista web document duplication
detection [13] and Google news customization service [22].
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Figure 5.6: Task manager schedule generation cost. Shaded boxes denote the optional
load balancing process for the signature-based policy. n = number of tasks, t =
number of threads, and b = signature bit count.

5.3.4 Scheduling Overhead Analysis

Our task manager has overheads for creating the task schedule at the beginning

of a parallel section, and for retrieving the tasks during the parallel execution. In

the absence of contention over shared structures, the overheads for the latter would

be constant, and should be very similar to previously proposed task managers. The

overhead for creating a schedule, however, depends on the particular task management

policy used, and can scale with certain parameters. Figure 5.6 shows the flow of the

schedule generation process, and the costs for each stage. The overhead for generating

a schedule has two components: (1) determining the schedule, and (2) enqueueing

the tasks into the task queues.

For the flux-based policy, we confine the minimum-flux shape evaluation to power-

of-two dimensions. Thus for n tasks, evaluating all the shapes for minimum surface

flux takes O(log n) time. The remaining overheads are constant per partition: Since

we generate t partitions (for t threads) and a task partition can be concisely rep-

resented as a range of task indices, the cost to create and enqueue partitions are

constant per partition, or O(t).

For the binning-based policy, evaluating the mapping function for the tasks in par-

allel takes O(n/t) time. In this case, since we cannot concisely represent a task group,

the manager takes O(n/t) additional time to enqueue individual tasks in parallel.

For the signature-based policy, each thread first computes a local histogram for a

subset of tasks, taking O(n/t) time. Then the manager merges the local histograms in

O(b) time, where b is the number of bits in a signature. The manager then performs

a recursive bi-partitioning on the global histogram to create bit ranges with equal
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numbers of tasks. That is, it first determines the center of mass of the histogram,

and recursively applies the approach to the two sub-histograms on both sides of

the center. This takes O(log t) time since the number of bit ranges we generate is

proportional to the number of threads. Enqueue cost is O(n/t) for this policy as well.

This analysis reveals a tradeoff between the generality of the sharing pattern and

the overhead of the corresponding policy, for both the scheduler and the programmer.

For the most specialized pattern, the linear mapping workloads, our task manager

takes a simple sharing vector as a hint, and produces a schedule in O(log n) time. For

the other, more generic patterns, schedule generation cost increases to O(n/t), with

higher constants for the most generic signature-based policy. Further, the programmer

burden increases to providing a mapping function or a full set of signatures, for the

binning-based and signature-based policies, respectively. We address this burden later

(see Section 5.5).

5.4 Task Manager Performance Evaluation

We now evaluate the performance of our locality-aware task manager on a simulated

system, examining both the quality of the task schedules and run-time overheads.

5.4.1 Experiment Settings

We simulate the same Tiled Processor described in Section 4.4.1. Each core has a pri-

vate L1, and four cores form a tile. For each tile is a 4 MB L2, shared among the cores

on the tile. All the tiles share a single L3 cache. For our signature-based policy, the

simulator supports a single-cycle 1024-bit leading zero count (LZCNT) instruction.

This setting is aggressive, but recent throughput-oriented processors already support

512-bit operations [64], and several previous proposals utilize signatures larger than

1024-bits [14, 48, 76].

As described earlier, our workloads use a software task queue library. This library

includes our task manager from Section 5.3. For the flux-based policy, to match

the system’s cache hierarchy, our manager assigns consecutive task groups in the
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maximum sharing direction to the same tile. Likewise, for the binning and signature-

based policy, our manager assigns consecutive bins and bit ranges to the same tile,

to exploit potential spatial locality. We determine the sharing vectors for the linear

mapping workloads either by expert knowledge or profiling.

For comparison, the task queue library also contains a baseline task manager.

The baseline manager linearizes the task space according to the innermost loop, then

evenly divides the tasks into as many chunks as there are threads, such that con-

secutive tasks fall in the same chunk. The manager then assigns one chunk to each

thread. Notice that this implements the state-of-the-art PDF schedule [18]. Just like

our manager under the flux-based policy, the baseline scheduler also represents each

task chunk as a range of task indices (although the baseline always uses 1-D ranges).

Therefore, the scheduling and enqueue costs are both O(t).

To assess the quality of the schedules generated from our locality-aware task man-

ager, we also compare against two more schedules: random and recursive. We obtain

a random schedule by randomly partitioning and ordering tasks into chunks (one per

thread). We obtain a recursive schedule by first profiling a workload, and then ap-

plying the recursive scheduling scheme from Section 4.3. We generate these schedules

offline and supply them to a static task manager, which loads in a schedule and pop-

ulates the task queues accordingly. Since we use it solely to help analyze schedule

quality, we do not report overheads for this task manager.

In the rest, since our task manager can specify a different sharing pattern for

each parallel section, for each workload we report the performance from the most

representative parallel section (both in terms of sharing pattern and execution time).

Characteristics of those parallel sections are given in Table 5.1. For applications with

parallel sections exhibiting different sharing patterns, the manager will apply different

policies for each section.

5.4.2 Linear Mapping Workload Results

Before examining performance, we first verify a key assumption of our flux-based pol-

icy for linear mapping workloads: There is a strong correlation between surface flux
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Figure 5.7: Surface flux vs. average task execution time on mmm. The dotted line
denotes the linear fit of the data points.

Workload Correl.

bt 1.00
mmm 0.97
conv 0.92
sp 0.99
mg 0.83
sph 0.99

Table 5.3: Flux correlation to task execution time.

and task performance. Figure 5.7 shows the correlation of mmm task performance to

surface flux. The points represent all the task group shapes that the manager consid-

ers. As can be seen, reducing surface flux results in improved performance. Table 5.3

then reports the correlation for all the linear mapping workloads. Correlation is high

across all the workloads—the minimum is 0.83.

Figure 5.8 shows the relative task execution time of the linear mapping workloads

using a random schedule, the baseline manager, a recursive schedule, and our task

manager with the flux-based policy. Here, we measure just the sum of the execution

time for the tasks, ignoring the task manager itself, and show speedup versus the

random schedule. This metric allows to assess the quality of the schedules, ignoring

runtime overheads.

The flux-based schedules are on average 1.28x faster than the baseline schedules,

which themselves capture significant data locality (i.e., the baseline is 1.13x faster

than random on average). The flux-based schedules are also comparable to recursive

schedules (1.04x faster on average). For sph, the recursive schedule is poor. Here,

METIS produces sub-optimal task groups due in part to this workload having both
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Figure 5.8: Task performance for linear mapping workloads.
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Figure 5.9: Execution time breakdown for linear mapping workloads, normalized to
the baseline task manager. B = baseline and F = flux-based.

regular sharing through neighboring tasks and irregular sharing through particles.

Hence the inferior performance of the recursive schedule is a limitation of METIS,

not the recursive scheduling itself.

Figure 5.9 compares the total execution time for the baseline task manager (B) and

our locality-aware manager using flux-based policy (F), normalized to the baseline.

These times include all the overheads and load imbalances. task, enqueue, and

dequeue report the time spent for executing, enqueueing, and dequeueing tasks,

respectively. barrier denotes the time waiting for other threads to finish. locality is

the time spent creating a locality-aware schedule; in particular, the time to compute

minimum-flux partition shape. synch denotes the time spent for lock acquisition and

condition variable updates, and steal represents the time looking for tasks to steal.

While our task manager has higher overheads than the baseline, its better sched-

ules lead to an average 1.18x speedup. The overhead primarily comes from the en-

queue rather than the minimum-flux partition computation (i.e., the locality por-

tion). This is because the baseline linearizes the task space and so works with 1-D
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Figure 5.10: Task performance for non-linear mapping workloads.
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Figure 5.11: Execution time breakdown for non-linear mapping workloads, normalized
to the baseline task manager. B = baseline, I = binning-based, and S = signature-
based.

task ranges, whereas our manager does not. For 2-D and 3-D task spaces, we incur

roughly 2x or 3x the enqueue overhead, respectively.

5.4.3 Non-Linear Mapping Workload Results

Figure 5.10 shows the task speedup of the non-linear mapping workloads using a ran-

dom schedule, the baseline manager, a recursive schedule, and our task manager with

the binning-based policy. It also shows results with the signature-based policy (sig),

which we discuss in the next section. The binning-based schedules are on average

1.12x faster than the baseline schedules, which capture no locality on average (i.e.,

are within 1% of the random schedules). For barnes, the baseline schedule is actually

worse than random because it deterministically avoids locality. The binning-based

schedules are almost as good as the recursive schedules (1.03x average slowdown).

Figure 5.11 then shows the total execution time for the baseline manager (B)
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Figure 5.12: Signature-based policy task performance.
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Figure 5.13: Signature-based policy execution time breakdown, normalized to the
baseline task manager. B = baseline and S = signature-based.

and our locality-aware task manager using binning-based policy (I), normalized to

the baseline. For the I bars, the locality portion is the time where the manager

evaluates the user-provided mapping function to determine the bin index.

As was the case for the flux-based policy, a better schedule translates into overall

execution time improvement—our manager brings about an average 1.10x speedup

over the baseline. Our task manager with the binning-based policy has low overheads,

although the enqueue overhead is visible across all the workloads. Recall that our

task manager has to enqueue individual tasks to each bin (see Section 5.3.4), whereas

the baseline manager enqueues task index ranges.

5.4.4 Random Mapping Workload Results

Of the three random mapping workloads in our study, cg, smvm, and sphinx, only

smvm exhibits significant locality. Specifically, cg and sphinx both have an average
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Jaccard similarity of 0.03, compared to smvm’s 0.19. For these two workloads, recur-

sive schedule shows 2% performance improvement over a random schedule, demon-

strating that it at least does not hurt performance when there is minimal locality.

We therefore focus our evaluation on smvm, but we use multiple inputs to ensure

we cover a spectrum of locality patterns for random mapping workloads. Specifically,

we use five different input matrices from [50], which come from various application

domains such as finite element analysis, robotics, and fluid mechanics (see Figure 5.3).

However, these matrices were too small to fully utilize the hardware contexts on

the simulated system. We therefore duplicated the matrices column-wise, until the

entire matrix contained about 2 M non-zero entries. This amounts to unrolling the

smvm loop, while keeping the locality pattern the same. We also use another sparse

matrix (pt4096) to cover the pattern recognition domain. This matrix comes from

an in-house experiment, and it contains about 1 M non-zero entries. We generated

signatures by scaling the fill pattern of each matrix row into 1024 bits.

Figure 5.12 shows the task speedup of smvm with the six different inputs using a

random schedule, the baseline manager, a recursive schedule, and our task manager

with the signature-based policy.

The signature-based policy improves task performance over the baseline by 1.17x

on average, which itself provides some speedup over a random schedule—some matri-

ces have significant locality between adjacent rows. The signature-based schedules,

however, do not capture as much locality as the recursive schedules (1.07x slower on

average). Thus, while the leading one-based task grouping and coarse ordering can

capture significant locality, there is some room for improvement.

Figure 5.13 compares the total execution time for the baseline manager (B) and

our locality-aware manager using signature-based policy (S), normalized to the base-

line. Once again, our manager’s improved schedules translate to better overall per-

formance, giving an average 1.09x speedup. The largest overhead for our manager is

the barrier time, which is mostly from the multiple barrier phases in the histogram

construction (see Section 5.3.4). For pt4096, the enqueue cost and histogram con-

struction (locality) are also significant, because the tasks are very small (i.e., few

non-zero elements per row).
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The signature-based policy is our most generic policy, in that it can be used to

capture locality for any sharing patterns: albeit not necessarily as well, and with

higher runtime overhead and programmer burden. To demonstrate that it can be

effective elsewhere, we use the signature-based policy on our non-linear mapping

workloads. Here, the user-exposed mapping function is pre-evaluated for all the tasks,

and the return value is scaled to [0, 21024 − 1] to form the signature.

Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show the task speedup and execution time with the signature-

based policy. The task speedup is comparable to the binning-based policy, demon-

strating the generality of the signature-based approach. However, the signature-based

policy suffers from higher overheads (e.g., barrier) due to histogram generation. His-

togram generation could be removed if stealing were cheap enough (e.g., hardware

support), and captured enough locality (examined later).

Signature-based policy could also be used to schedule linear mapping workloads

as well. We expect the task performance to be comparable to that of the flux-based

approach, since the locality information that the signature-based policy conveys is

the superset of the flux-based policy. We leave this as our future work.

5.4.5 Sensitivity Study: Signature Bit Width

We now summarize the sensitivity of the signature-based policy to its key parameter,

the signature size. Signature size, in bits, denotes the maximum resolution that our

scheduler can identify different leading one positions. So larger signatures capture

more locality, up to a point. The cost for the histogram reduction, however, increases

linearly with signature size (see Section 5.3.4). Thus, we see an inflection point in

the execution time as we increase signature size—once the signature is large enough

to capture most of the locality, any further increase incurs too much overhead. For

most of our workloads, the inflection point is around 1024 bits: On average, 1024 bits

gives 1.04x speedup over 512 bits, and 1.03x speedup over 2048 bits.
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Figure 5.14: Schedule sensitivity to cache latency. The legend shows the cache level
slowed. The schedules are: B = baseline, R = recursive, F = flux-based, I = binning-
based, and S = signature-based.

5.4.6 Sensitivity Study: Cache Hierarchy Latency

As discussed in Chapter 2, we expect the number of cores on a chip to grow, which

will require larger and more complex cache hierarchies, and therefore increase cache

access latencies. Here, we slow down the access time for different cache levels by

10x, and examine the task performance, to see what trend we can expect from our
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manager. Figure 5.14 shows the results.

For each workload, B and R denote the speedup for the baseline and recursive

schedule, respectively, normalized to a random schedule on the same cache configu-

ration. The other letter (F, I, or S for flux, binning, or signature-based policies, re-

spectively) shows the speedup of our locality-aware task manager. For each schedule,

we show three bars indicating speedup on the default configuration, 10x L2 latency,

and 10x L3 latency.

As expected, the performance advantage of our locality-aware manager increases

as caches get slower. In particular, the speedup over the baseline can be as high as

2.26x (mmm with 10x L2). Overall, the speedup of our task manager relative to the

baseline increases from 1.20x for the default configuration to 1.29x and 1.23x with

10x L2s and L3s, respectively.

Recursive scheduling is able to exploit locality through both the L1 cache (work-

loads where we see peaks in the L2 bars) and the L2 cache (peaks in the L3 bars).

Our task manager, however, closely follows the performance trend regardless of the

cache configuration.

5.5 Reducing Programmer Burden through Archi-

tectural Support

We have shown that by combining the workload sharing pattern information and

locality hints, a task manager can capture significant data locality; in many cases

match the quality of a recursive schedule. We now explore using hardware support to

reduce the burden on the programmer (or the compiler) of providing locality hints.

5.5.1 Approximating Sharing Vector with Cache Hit Coun-

ters

For workloads with linear mapping, we use hardware cache hit counters to approxi-

mate the sharing vector used by our flux-based policy. Cache hit statistics are avail-

able on many modern microprocessors through performance counters [1].
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Figure 5.15: Sharing vector approximation with cache hit counters. F = flux-based
and C = counter.

For such a processor, we can obtain the cache hits for sample tasks in each di-

mension of the task space. For example, in a 3-D task space, we execute tasks

(0, 0, 0) → (1, 0, 0) → (1, 1, 0) → (1, 1, 1) on a single thread to obtain the cache hit

counts for X, Y, and Z directions, and use those as an approximate sharing vector.

We modify our API (see Table 5.2) to include LMFlux ApproxSharingVec(),

which invokes this process, and records the cache hit counts for use by the minimum-

flux partitioning algorithm as the sharing vector. The task manager takes note of the

executed sample tasks and precludes them from the parallel section.

Figure 5.15 shows the execution time of the linear mapping workloads with the

user-provided sharing vector (F) and the cache hit counter (C), normalized to the

former. The locality portion of the C bars include the time spent on task sampling.

We can see that the performance of the counter-based approach is very close to

the flux-based policy. The cache hit counter approximation does not lead to the exact

same sharing vector, but small differences in the vector do not drastically alter the

partition shape. Thus, the schedules are as good as the flux-based policy. However,

for sp, the counter-based approach is 1.06x slower; for those workloads with few tasks

(see Table 5.1), the sampling overhead could be significant.

5.5.2 Automated Signature Recovery through Hardware

For random mapping workloads, we propose a hardware mechanism to automate

signature collection.

As mentioned in Section 5.2, in many applications, such as those using iterative
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solvers, key parallel sections are repeatedly executed—i.e., with the same data struc-

tures and sharing among tasks, but with different data values. In such cases, we can

use hardware to capture and record the signature for each task during the first exe-

cution of the parallel section, the profiling phase. For later executions of the section,

we can use the previously recorded signatures.

In fact, for such parallel sections, we could even generate and store the sched-

ule for the section right after the profiling phase (regardless of whether we have

signature-capture hardware or not), and simply copy that schedule for each of the

later executions; this would better amortize the scheduling overheads. Here, we con-

sider and evaluate only the recording of signatures, since we are interested primarily

in demonstrating that this can be done effectively.

Our signature-capture hardware is comprised of two components: a monitor for ar-

bitrary memory regions and a signature recorder. An application specifies the shared

memory region to track during the task execution as a base address and a range,

and the monitor tracks this region. The monitor differs from the x86 MONITOR

support in that (1) it allows arbitrary sized regions to be watched, (2) it captures read

accesses as well, and (3) it keeps monitoring even after an event triggers, until the

user explicitly disengages the monitor. It more closely resembles Mondrian memory

protection hardware [74].

As shown in Figure 5.16, each core has a monitor controller next to its L1 data

cache controller. The monitor holds the base address and range for all active regions,
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Figure 5.17: Automated signature retrieval with hardware monitors. S = signature-
based, P = profile, and R = reentry.

and snoops accesses to the cache. When it is triggered, it hashes the triggering

address and sends it to the signature recorder, which sets the corresponding bit in

that region’s signature register.

We implement the signature-capture hardware in our simulator; we assume 1024-

bit signatures, and provide instructions to clear and retrieve signatures. We transfer

64 bits at a time from the signature recorder.

We also modify our signature-based policy to utilize this hardware as follows. For

the profiling phase, our manager takes the base address and address range of the

shared memory region from the user through LMSig SetMonitor() (see Table 5.2),

and sets the hardware monitor logic. For example, for smvm, the user provides the

start address and size of the shared vector. The manager then executes the parallel

section using the baseline schedule, while collecting the signature information: It

clears the signature at the beginning of a task, and at the end of the task reads

and stores the signature in a global signature array. If the user provides multiple

monitors for parallel sections that touch multiple shared memory regions, the manager

concatenates their signatures together before storing them. When the same parallel

section is encountered again, the task manager uses the stored signatures instead of

user-provided ones.

Figure 5.17 shows the execution time for a single instance of the smvm parallel

section, normalized to the original signature-based policy, S. In the figure, P denotes

the profiling phase of the task manager with hardware monitors, and R denotes

the task manager using the signatures captured with the hardware. In the profiling
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phase, the task execution time is much worse, since it uses the baseline task manager

schedule. However, the overhead for signature collection, the locality portion for P

bars, is negligible. When the same parallel section is reentered, R obtains the same

performance as with user-provided signatures.

5.6 Conclusions

By implementing a specialized task management policy for each workload sharing

pattern, we were able to effectively approximate recursive scheduling at low costs.

Specifically, for each parallel section, a user (or a compiler) specifies the sharing

pattern and a simple locality hint. The underlying runtime then transparently selects

and applies a different task management policy to generate a schedule that captures

significant locality. Since the basic task-parallel programming API is kept intact, our

approach can be easily integrated with many programming models.

At this point, it would be interesting to question how these approximation schemes

will fair at significantly larger scales: e.g., a thousand cores. It basically boils down

to how the single-level approximation will compare against the multi-level recursive

scheduling. We believe that the single-level approximation will provide comparable

performance as long as it successfully exploits locality on the key working set of a

workload. However, combining our single-level approximations in a recursive fashion

might be necessary.



Chapter 6

Locality-Aware Task Stealing

It’s gotta stop, you know, ’cause it’s.. It’s very Peter Pan, you know? It’s very

‘I’ll never grow up,’ you know what I mean? I’ll just jump around in the Eddie

Murphy Raw suit forever.

— Conan O’Brien

Dynamic task management comprises two components: (1) task scheduling, or

the initial assignment of tasks to threads, and (2) task stealing, or balancing the load

by transferring tasks from one thread to another that is idling. In Chapters 4 and 5,

we explored locality-aware scheduling for task-parallel programming systems. When

tasks are scheduled in a locality-aware fashion, however, stealing better not disrupt

the exploited locality. In this chapter, we explore locality-aware task stealing.

6.1 Motivation

For those results presented so far, we observed minimal task stealing taking place.

However, this does not imply that locality is not important for stealing.

Intuitively, task stealing will benefit the most from being locality-aware when

many tasks are stolen. This can happen either because the application itself is not

97
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well balanced, or because the underlying system introduces imbalance. As systems

with many cores become commonplace, one frequent source of load imbalance will

be multiprogramming—software threads from multiple applications will compete for

hardware contexts, and will periodically be context switched. In a similar manner,

automatic language runtimes, such as our task managers, may generate schedules each

assuming it owns the entire chip, only to result in destructive oversubscription [56].

While a hardware context is not available, potentially large number of tasks from the

victim thread may be stolen by the remaining threads.

Previously proposed stealing schemes, however, are locality-oblivious. The most

widely adopted stealing scheme, randomized stealing [10], chooses a victim at random,

and steals one or more tasks (stealing multiple amortizes the stealing overhead). It

provides good characteristics such as even load distribution, simple implementation,

and theoretically bounded execution time, but its randomness renders it inherently

locality-oblivious. In fact, if the task schedule is also locality-oblivious, we expect

locality-oblivious stealing to have little impact on cache behavior. However, for a

locality-aware schedule, this stealing policy may significantly decrease the perfor-

mance of stolen tasks.

We verify this by inducing large amounts of task stealing by emulating context

switching—after producing a task schedule for 32 threads, we offline a subset of the

threads, and rely on stealing to redistribute tasks from the offlined threads. Then we

measure the sum of the execution time of the tasks to assess the impact on locality.

Figure 6.1 shows the task performance trend of a random (i.e., locality-oblivious)

schedule and a recursive (i.e., locality-aware) schedule for two workloads, normalized

to the performance of a random schedule when no threads are offlined. We use the

same randomized stealing policy for both schedules—it randomly selects a victim and

tries to steal half of the victim’s queue with a prescribed upper bound (an empirical

value of 8 was used [44]). If it fails to steal anything, it visits the other potential

victims in a round-robin fashion. The measurements are taken from the simulated

Throughput Processor (see Section 4.4.1).

The case where no threads are offlined is the same data presented earlier, where

recursive schedules show much better performance than random schedules. However,
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Figure 6.1: Impact of locality-oblivious stealing on a locality-aware schedule. The
numbers along the x-axis denote the number of threads offlined. Speedup is over the
performance of a random schedule with no threads offlined.

the performance benefit decreases as more threads are offlined, since the locality

exploited in recursive schedules is disrupted from randomized stealing. On the other

hand, the performance with a random schedule is independent of the number of

threads offlined. This highlights the importance of locality-aware stealing when the

tasks are scheduled in a locality-aware fashion.

6.2 Locality Analysis of Task Stealing

We approach task stealing using a similar analysis methodology we used for task

scheduling (see Section 4.2.1). For this discussion, we assume a locality-aware task

schedule created from a recursive scheduler. We explore the impact on locality of the

two key design decisions for task stealing: which tasks to steal, and how many tasks to

steal. Then we use our insights to develop a reference locality-aware stealing scheme,

recursive stealing, which we use to quantify the impact of the different aspects of

locality-aware task stealing.

6.2.1 Implications of Victim Selection on Locality

We first consider the locality between those tasks that have already executed on a

core, and those tasks that are to be stolen. Randomized victim selection fails to

capture this locality.
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Assuming a multi-level memory hierarchy, it would be the best if such locality is

exploited through the highest-level cache (i.e., L1). If no such tasks are available,

victim tasks should be chosen among those that will give sharing through the next

level (i.e., L2), and so forth. In essence, a thief should look for tasks in a recursive

fashion, from top to bottom, so that the stealing scope gradually increases from one

step to another as we lower the cache level where sharing will take place.

6.2.2 Implications of Steal Granularity on Locality

We next consider the locality among the stolen tasks. A natural steal granularity

that would provide good locality among victim tasks is a task group—after all, this is

how recursive scheduling constructs groups. Stealing a task group at a time amortizes

steal overheads as well.

Stealing a fixed amount or fixed portions of tasks each time may undershoot or

overshoot a task group boundary, and thus break a group. Stealing an already-stolen

task (i.e., secondary stealing) breaks locality within the stolen task groups as well;

performing secondary stealing against a task group that has strong internal sharing,

such as an L1 group, may adversely affect performance.

On the other hand, the level of task group stolen affects load balancing. Steal-

ing a coarser granularity task group (i.e., lower-level group) preserves more locality

among stolen tasks, but could increase load imbalance, assuming we prohibit sec-

ondary stealing. One way to emulate the locality of stealing a coarser task group

while maintaining flexibility is to steal smaller groups (i.e., upper-level groups) but

enforce steal ordering: If a thread steals again, it follows the group ordering specified

by the recursive schedule.

6.3 Recursive Stealing

In this section we present a reference locality-aware stealing scheme, recursive steal-

ing. Our discussion so far suggests that (1) stealing scope should recursively expand

through the memory hierarchy, and that (2) stealing should be performed at the
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Figure 6.2: Recursive stealing. The top-level queues (that hold tasks) are not shown.
Colored numbers indicate the order that the leftmost core visits queues.

granularity of task groups. Figure 6.2 illustrates the scheme.

We maintain a hierarchy of queues, where a queue exists for each cache; these

queues may be implemented as software objects or hardware components. A queue

at a specific level holds task groups that fit in the cache for that level: an L3 queue

holds L3 groups, an L2 queue holds L2 groups, etc. The order these task groups

are stored in reflects the group ordering determined by the recursive schedule. Not

shown are the task queues, which hold the actual tasks. For the example hierarchy,

one task queue exists per L1 queue. Once we dequeue a task group and move it to an

upper-level queue, we logically break it down into upper-level groups. For example,

when we transfer an L2 group to an L1 queue, we decompose it into L1 groups.

Recursive stealing actually interleaves regular dequeues and steal operations to

exploit as much locality as possible from the original recursive schedule. In our

example, tasks are replenished as follows: Once a task queue is empty, a thread

attempts to dequeue from its L1 queue. If the L1 queue is empty, it attempts to

steal from the sibling L1 queue. We interleave steals with dequeues in this example

because the L2 caches are shared. If a thread steals from a sibling L1 queue, it grabs

an L1 group that shares data in the L2 cache with (1) the tasks it just executed, and

(2) the tasks the sibling core(s) are currently executing; thus, we exploit the shared

cache. If all the steal attempts fail, the thread tries a regular dequeue from the L2
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Figure 6.3: Performance improvement of stolen tasks. The numbers along the x-
axis indicate the number of threads offlined. At each thread count, performance is
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queue. If the L2 queue is empty as well, it climbs down the hierarchy and repeats the

process: It attempts to steal from the sibling L2 queue, and then visits the L3 queue.

When stealing, a thread grabs the task group at the tail of the victim queue, in the

same way randomized stealing operates [10].

Note that we do not allow stealing across task queues. This means that the

minimum steal granularity is an L1 group, and that a stolen L1 group does not get

targeted for secondary stealing. Since a typical L1 group comprises 4 to 8 tasks for

our workloads, this does not impose significant load imbalance.

In essence, recursive stealing exploits locality through two features: (1) by per-

forming recursive victim selection to exploit locality across potentially multiple levels

of shared caches, and (2) by stealing at minimum a whole L1 group to guarantee

locality among the stolen tasks.

6.4 Evaluation of Locality-Aware Task Stealing

We implemented the recursive stealing scheme as a software library for our Through-

put Processor configuration (see Section 4.4.1), and compared its performance against

the baseline randomized stealing (see Section 6.1). We used the same task-parallel

workloads introduced in Section 4.1.1. In conducting the experiments, the same re-

cursive schedule was provided for the different stealing implementations.
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We first present the performance summary. We then isolate each feature of re-

cursive stealing to assess its relative importance. In particular, we try to answer the

following questions: (1) How beneficial is locality-aware stealing? (2) How much does

victim selection matter? (3) How much does steal granularity matter?

Q1: How beneficial is locality-aware stealing?

Figure 6.3 compares the performance of stolen tasks over various stealing schemes,

as we offline some threads. In the figure, random victim + L1 grp denotes the

performance of recursive stealing when recursive victim selection is turned off; we will

discuss its implications later.

Looking at the average, the recursive stealing scheme provides benefit across all

numbers of offlined threads, but the average benefit decreases as more threads are

offlined. When 4 threads are offlined, the average speedup over randomized stealing

is 1.27x. The reason speedup sometimes decreases with more offlined threads is as

follows: In general, executing the tasks on fewer cores (i.e., spreading the application’s

data across fewer caches) naturally captures more sharing. This is especially true

for applications with small working sets. For this case, there is less potential for

improving locality with fewer cores or threads.

In the figure, when we look at individual workload performance, we can see that

those workloads that benefited the most from recursive scheduling (see Section 4.4.2),

i.e., hj, bprj, and mmm, significantly benefit from recursive stealing. hj and bprj’s

L1 groups are significantly larger than 8 tasks (the upper bound for the baseline

stealing scheme), so stealing an L1 group at a time gives significant locality boost.

When 28 threads are offlined, recursive stealing reduces the L1 miss rate by 1.28x

and 1.39x, respectively. For mmm, however, an L1 group contains only a single task.

Recursive stealing exploits locality through L2 instead, and reduces the L2 miss rate

by 1.56x (28 threads offlined). These observations show that both steal granularity

and victim selection contribute to the benefits of recursive stealing.

smvm presents an interesting case. The workload benefited significantly from

recursive scheduling, but the performance improvement due to recursive stealing is

not as profound. By coincidence, random stealing’s upper bound of 8 tasks matches

the number of tasks within an L1 group. However, the baseline performs worse
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due to secondary stealing; conv behaves similarly. On the other hand, for gjk and

brmap, which exhibit simple sharing through consecutive tasks, just maintaining

task ordering is good enough to preserve most of the locality.

The source of randomized stealing’s poor behavior is not so much that it chooses

its victims in random, but that its victim selection is locality-oblivious. To make our

point clear, we also show the performance of a nearest-neighbor stealing scheme in

Figure 6.3. In this scheme, a thief always chooses its nearest-neighbor as the first

victim; if it fails, it visits other victims in round-robin fashion. It uses the same 8

tasks upper bound on stealing as the baseline. As can be seen, this scheme, which is

also locality-oblivious, performs as poorly as randomized stealing.

Q2: How much does victim selection matter?

To further isolate the benefits from recursive victim selection, we implement a

stealing scheme which (1) selects a victim at random, but (2) steals an L1 group at

a time. The random victim + L1 grp in Figure 6.3 shows its performance. Most

of our applications see the same performance from the random victim + L1 grp

policy as recursive stealing. However, for workloads exhibiting strong sharing through

the L2, recursive victim selection is able to capture the locality. Such effect is the

most profound on mmm, since its L1 group amounts to a single task; hence locality

should be synthesized through recursive victim selection. In particular, we can see

that random victim selection exhibits deteriorating performance as more threads are

offlined. Offlining more threads means more victims to choose from, making it more

likely that random victim selection would not capture the locality. The baseline

scheme, however, manages to exploit the locality among the stolen 8 tasks at the

least, to further widen the performance gap.

Q3: How much does steal granularity matter?

We now vary the steal granularity. Intuitively, if load balance is not an issue,

stealing larger chunks of tasks will better exploit locality. Conversely, stealing a

smaller number of tasks will fail to preserve the locality specified in the schedule.

However, we find that sensitivity to steal granularity is regulated by the degree to

which thieves contend over victim tasks.

In Figure 6.4, the x-axis denotes the normalized steal granularity, where steal
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Figure 6.4: Application sensitivity to steal granularity. Steal granularity is normalized
to the size of an L1 group, and the performance of a stolen task is normalized to the
case where an L1 group is stolen at a time. Vertical and horizontal lines denote x =
1 and y = 1, respectively.

granularity of 1 denotes the case when a single L1 group is stolen at a time. The

y-axis is the performance of a stolen task, normalized to that when we steal an L1

group at a time. When multiple L1 groups are stolen, they are stolen in an atomic

fashion, and are not potential victims for secondary stealing.

Figure 6.4a shows the performance under high contention. In this configuration,

4 threads are offlined, and 28 online threads compete over the tasks assigned to the

4 offlined threads. When the contention is high, it becomes hard to preserve locality

across multiple steal operations from the same thread. Therefore, performance is

relatively sensitive to steal granularity. Specifically, we can see that reducing steal

granularity below an L1 group results in significant loss in locality, since the strong

sharing within an L1 group is now broken. Conversely, increasing the steal granularity

beyond a single L1 group gives noticeable locality improvement.

On the contrary, Figure 6.4b shows the performance under low contention, when

only 4 threads are online. These threads rarely contend over the tasks originally

assigned to 28 offlined threads, and recursive stealing improves locality by preserv-

ing the group ordering across different steal attempts from the same thread (see
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Section 6.2.2). In fact, recursive stealing effectively collects smaller task groups to

emulate the effect of executing a larger granularity group. As a result, sensitivity to

steal granularity is much smaller than the high contention case.

6.5 Pattern-Specific Stealing Schemes

We now discuss how to implement a practical locality-aware stealing scheme. Re-

cursive stealing, while being able to capture significant locality, relies on a recursive

schedule, which could be non-trivial to obtain online.

Instead, similar to how we approximated recursive scheduling in Chapter 5, we

can try to approximate recursive stealing as well. Specifically, we develop a pattern-

specific stealing scheme for each workload sharing pattern, so that victim selection

and steal granularity can be approximated on a pattern-by-pattern basis. In the rest

of the section, we describe how each task management policy can be extended to

incorporate locality-aware stealing.

6.5.1 Flux-Based Task Management

For the flux-based policy, we use the shape of a partition to determine the steal

granularity. Specifically, to maximize the locality among stolen tasks, we choose the

steal granularity to be a 1-D ‘strip’ of tasks along the maximal sharing dimension.

For the example in Figure 5.4, we would steal a set of tasks with consecutive Y values

(the dimension with maximal sharing) and constant values for X and Z. For 1-D task

spaces, such a strip would be an entire task group, so we just steal a pre-determined

amount of tasks. If a thief succeeds, it records the victim (as a steal hint), and tries

to revisit the same victim at the next steal attempt.

6.5.2 Binning-Based Task Management

Basically, we use half a bin as the steal granularity. This will provide locality among

the stolen tasks. However, depending on the mapping function, a bin may contain a

large number of tasks. Thus a thief steals up to half a bin, with some pre-determined
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maximum number of tasks. We maintain steal hint here as well, so that locality can

be exploited across different steal attempts.

6.5.3 Signature-Based Task Management

As discussed earlier (see Section 5.3.3), for the signature-based policy, a range of

leading one positions amount to a bin. Therefore, following the same rationale as the

binning-based policy, a thief steals up to half a bit range, with an empirical maximum

value. Steal hint is also maintained.

6.5.4 Performance Results

We implemented the above pattern-specific stealing schemes for each of the task

management policy, and measured the performance on the simulated Tiled Processor

(see Section 4.4.1). Here, we used the workloads discussed in Section 5.2. For all the

policies, when the steal hint is empty, a thief first looks for those queues on the same

tile and then the remote queues, in random queue order. Stealing is performed at the

tail of the victim’s queue.

The baseline task manager is also extended so that it utilizes a randomized stealing

scheme, which chooses a random initial victim, and tries to steal half of its tasks with

a prescribed upper bound (an empirical value of 8 was used [44]). If it fails to steal

anything, it visits the other potential victims in a round-robin fashion.

Same as before, we stress the stealing mechanism of the baseline task manager and

our task manager by emulating context switching: We let each task manager generate

schedules for 32 cores, and then offline a subset of cores to force the managers to rely

on stealing for task redistribution.

Figure 6.5 shows the speedup of our manager over the baseline (total speedup,

including overheads), as we offline different numbers of threads. When 28 threads are

offlined, about 88% of the tasks executed are stolen tasks.

On average, the locality-aware task manager provides a significant performance

advantage (1.13x regardless of the thread count). This verifies that our pattern-specific

stealing schemes can effectively preserve locality while load balancing. However, for a
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Figure 6.5: Stealing performance trend over increasing number of offlined threads.

given workload, we observe two different performance trends as the number of threads

varies: ∪ shape and ∩ shape.

The ∪ shape is more common. In this case, as we offline threads, the advantage

over the baseline deteriorates at first, since the stolen tasks have less locality with the

originally scheduled tasks (than the original tasks have with each other). However,

as more tasks are stolen, the advantage returns because the locality-aware stealing
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captures the locality amongst the stolen tasks themselves.

For the workloads that exhibit the ∩ shape trend, however, stolen tasks have a lot

of sharing with the originally scheduled tasks. Here, spreading an application’s data

across fewer caches naturally captures more locality (the same as in Section 6.4). Our

locality-aware task manager is more effective than the baseline at capturing this, but

as we offline enough threads, the baseline manager sees the same benefits.

6.6 Conclusions

When tasks are scheduled in a locality-aware fashion, task stealing should be locality-

aware as well. Ideally, by preserving the task grouping and ordering information

specified in the original schedule, locality can be exploited while load balancing. In

practice, such stealing can be performed at low costs by implementing pattern-specific

stealing schemes.

Again, it would be interesting to see how single-level stealing would perform

on thousand-core systems. On systems with even deeper cache hierarchy, stealing

schemes may need to be composed in a hierarchical fashion.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

That would be newsworthy, don’t ya think? Today, a young man ... realized that

all matter is merely energy condensed to a slow vibration; that we are all one

consciousness experiencing itself subjectively. There’s no such thing as death, life

is only a dream, and we are the imagination of ourselves.

— Bill Hicks

This thesis studied how locality can be exploited for task-based many-core runtime

systems. The contributions of the thesis are the following.

• We improved a shared-memory MapReduce runtime system to exploit locality

on a multi-socket many-core machine. To efficiently cope with NUMA issues,

the runtime had to be optimized across all the layers. The findings could be

generalized to other structured programming systems as well.

• We provided a graph-based locality analysis framework that shows how task-

level locality translates onto complex many-core cache hierarchy. By utilizing

the framework, we also developed a generic, cache hierarchy-aware scheduling

scheme for task-parallel programming systems.

110
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• We developed a novel class of practical, locality-aware task managers that

exhibit significant performance improvement while keeping the simple task-

parallel programming model intact. The task managers effectively approximate

the reference recursive scheduling scheme by leveraging workload sharing pat-

terns and simple locality hints.

• We devised locality-aware stealing schemes that preserve locality while load

balancing. To exploit locality, a stealing scheme should adhere to the grouping

and ordering specified by the original schedule while transferring tasks.

Overall, the key to exploiting locality was to utilize the high-level information to

generate efficient schedules at low costs.

For the structured programming systems, the information could be obtained from

the explicit data dependency. Through the MapReduce case study, we saw that the

constrained programming model reduces the schedule solution space, so locality-aware

schedules could be generated with relative ease. Rather, exploiting locality on the

data structures that provide intermediate result buffering became more important.

On the other hand, to exploit locality on the more complex, task-parallel pro-

gramming systems, we needed a framework to quantitatively analyze the impact of

different scheduling decisions, and to identify the key attributes necessary to generat-

ing a quality schedule. By applying task grouping and ordering in a recursive fashion,

locality across the task structure could be exploited.

Using the insights obtained from the framework, we were able to develop prac-

tical locality-aware task managers for task-parallel programming systems. Here, the

key to reducing the schedule generation costs was again to utilize the high-level

information—the workload sharing pattern and locality hint. By developing a ded-

icated task management policy for each workload sharing pattern, we were able to

realize much of the scheduling benefits at low costs.

Lastly, we have shown that task stealing can be made locality-aware as well, by

preserving the locality exploited in the original schedule while load balancing. In par-

ticular, by developing pattern-specific stealing schemes, locality could be effectively

exploited at low costs.
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As discussed, it would be interesting to see how single-level scheduling and stealing

schemes will perform on future many-core chips with even deeper cache hierarchies.

It could be necessary to compose our task management schemes in a hierarchical

fashion. Also, on a thousand-core system, using software-only task managers may

not be sufficient. Adding hardware support to accelerate our task managers would

be the next logical step. We leave these as our future work.
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